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INTRODUCTION 

The agricultural sector is the cornerstone of most of 

lhe economies since it fulfills the requirement of food and 

basic goods for the population, provides rawmaterials and 

market for industries, and saves precious foreign exchange 

by restricting imports while adding to the foreign exchange 

reserves through exports. Agriculture lS, therefore, 

categorized as the 'primary sector' for any economy. 

Agriculture has been very crucial for the Russian 

reglon. In the precommunist phase, it used to be the majot 

sector, both in terms of its share in the national product 

and total employment. Even after the introduction of 

communlsm, ·agriculture formed the basis of the industry-led-

growth process. As long as agriculture was in good health, 

lhe economy seemed to be vibrant. By the end of the 

Khrushchev era, agriculture started showing signs of fatigue 

and this was reflected on the overall health of the economy. 

The precarious agrarian si tuP.tion was a major, reason for the 

collapse of the entire system. In post-communist Russia, as 

the reform process towards the establishment of market 

economy takes shape, the performance of agriculture has 
' 

become all the more crucial. In present conditions, much 

will depend on how agriculture supports the reforms that 

have been initiated to transform an early planned economy 

into a market based private one. 
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The i~sue of agricultural transformation revolves 

around the success and failure of land reform in their 

~bility to transform agriculture. In any ~tudy of land 

.reforms, the organisational· and institutional 

prevailing 1n agriculture assume great significance. 

forms 

These 

are largely determined by agricultural policies of the 

government and, inturn, affect the agricultural production 

and productivity. All the organistions and institutions on 

land form a complex which guide and are guided by community 

living, i.e. the social relations, and the prevailing 

standard of living in the countryside. 

The nature of land reforms, 1n general, provides the 

structural foundation for the character of growth in 

agriculture and the limitations to it. The land question 1n 

Russia, as anywhere else, has been an important but a 

controversial question. The economic as well as political 

happenings can be seen to be closely linked to it. But 

before we go into a further discussion of the matter, it 

would be worthwhile to point towards a peculiar 

region: characteristic of agriculture in the Russian 

weather, undoubtedly, has played a negative role. Because of 

the extreme, 

winters are 

northern location of the Soviet grain belt, 

long and severe, the growing season is very 

short. The moisture diminishes as one travel southeast 

towards the dry region of Central Asia. Tarrant 11984) and 

Kagan (1981) note that application of technology appears to 

bring the greatest rewards 1n climates favourable to 
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agriculture an~ the least rewards 1n marginal 

Llw 

system, 

between 

( 2 ) Lhr~ clim<1te, (3) 

the two. Understanding 

the negative 

the latter 

land. Thus, 

interactions 

requires an 

undct·sLanding of the characteristics of regional clim.:1tes, 

Lhe sp~tial distribution of crop production, and the nature 

of regional development strategy. In this study, these 

factors are kept aside while the main focus is on the study 

of the agricultural system- i.e., glven the inhospitable 

climate, how should farming be organised. 

The conditions prevailing ln agriculture at the time of 

disintegration of the Soviet Union indicate the need for 

agricultural reforms. The agrarian crlsls that struck 

l{ussia, and the entire country, was the inevitable result of 

the statize.d system. The essence of this system ln 

agriculture can be defined as the absence of econom1c 

f t·ecrlom on 1 and. Like J. n any other a rea, economic freedom ln 

agriculture plays a special role. It makes it possible to 

coordinate the modes and forms of organising production and 

to coordinate its structure with the peculiarities of a 

given plot of land and of given natural conditions. The 

and absence of such freedom destroys land, nature 

agriculture. This is unfortunately what happened in 

It must be freed from the dictates of the 

Russia. 

State ln 

agricuJture J.n all its forms. The topic of my 

Land Reforms in Russia - 19ql-1993, deals with 

research 

the reform' 

process initiated during Gorbachev's restructuring phase and 
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cun t i nucs _i_ n l~o rhe post communist phase. 

My Lupic deals with Lite ongo1ng pt·occss of 

l.tnd t:eforrns .Ln Hussia which is comparatively a recent 

happerting. Once the ongoing events are traced systematically 

i:nd analysed intently, the significance and the direction of 

land reforms will become clear. As the changes underway are 

vdst and complex, my approach will necessarily be selective, 

and my coverage will include Russia specifically. 

Research material has been drawn from var1ous books, 

pamphlets, articles 1n journals and magazines, and from 

newspaper clippings. Since the possibility of research based 

on original data collected from field survey was ruled out 

1n my case, my study is based entirely upon documentary 

sources. The interview of some key officials, associated 

with the agriculture ministry, that appear ln different 

journals has been particularly important ln understanding 

t.:.he motivations regarding the land reform process. In a 

nutshell, the library material has been the basic source of 

my research work. 

This study 1s organised into four chapter apart 

the intr-od11ction and concl11sion to the dissertation. 

In Chapter One, the -historical analysis of 

the ideology and the organisation performance, 

agriculture has been dealt with in detail to bring out 

from 

the 

o[ 

the 

causes for the malaise that afflicts agriculture in l:oday's 

llussia. This Chapter provides an understanding of the system. 
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that is to be reformed. It drives home the point that the:! 

1·egion where market relations are to be introduced has never 

bad such an experience before as feudal relations were 

rightaway succeeded by socialist mode of production. 

relations existed only in short spells. 

Market 

In Chapter Two, the methodological prem1ses which are 

CSS<'Illlc~Jl_y l..u 

reform process, 

methodological 

L>c kept in mind while 

have been 

prem1.scs are 

outlined 

important 

initiating 

briefly. 

for a 

a land 

These 

correct 

orientation 1.n choosing socioeconomic forms of management 

and for substantiating their viability. 

Only the restoration of the supremacy of the law can 

restore people's trust: in slate authority and stimulate 

their social (including enterpreneurial) activity. Rather 

legal than commanding, the authorit.ies should provide 

support for this process and prevent arbitrary action in 

t:o .lll.Y of L· h<' t·ccogn i S(~d fonns of properLy. Chaplet· 

'J'h t·ee enumerates the legislative measures that have been 

taken uur inCJ Godldchcv years and after the 'disintegration'. 

The results of the reform process that has 

initiated, 

a i sr:ussr~cl 

and the difficulti~s under way have 

un<lcr Cltdptc:r Four. 1\nd Lhis is followed uy 

conclusion chapter. 

5 
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CHAPTER 1 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO THE AGRICULTURAL 
PROCESS IN THE RUSSIAN REGION 

The question of raising agricultural productivity by 

obtaining harmonic production relations so as to meet self 

sufficiency in providing food requirements for population 

and raw-material for industrial development, has been the 

motivating force behind any of the attempts to start land 

reform. The reforms initiated in the different periods, 1.e. 

lhe Tsarist phase, the Soviet phase and the post-communist 

phase, were only partially successful and the land question 

~n the Russian region remains unresolved till now. Let us 

exam1ne how agriculture in the Russian region was organised 

ln the past, so that we can understand the present reform 

process better. 

Tsarist Russia was an agricultural and a grain 

exporting country, but its agriculture was characterised by 

low productivity. The proportion of total land cultivated 

was also very small, being no more than 25% even in European 

Hussia. With a relatively large population density, the 

average area of cultivated land per head of agricultural 

population came out to be only 3 acres. Thus, Russian 

agriculture "cornbined negative feature of European 

agriculture (relative smallness of arable area) and of 

American agriculture (lowness of yield)", with a resulting 

level of grain production per head "appropriate to a country 
1 

importing gra1n, instead of exporting it" So far 
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agriculture lS concerned, the backwardness of Tsarist Russia 

was revealed in everything - land tenure, farm techniques, 

yield per hectare, quality of livestock, incomes and diets 

of peasants, composition of exports and so on. The causes of 

such a backwardness can be attributed to the feudal mode of 

production that dominated Russia for centuries. 

Feudalism developed rather late in Russia and survived 

in a un1que and extreme form till the middle of the 

nineteenth century. Arable land was divided between the 

pomeshchiki and the peasant obshchina (communes). 

~omeshchiki, the landed aristocracy were the staunch allies 

of monarchy. Agric~lture on pomeshchiki land was carried on 

with the help of se~~s who were bound to the soil, could be 

deported to Siberia, were conscripted virtually for life 

into the army, were sold on the open market by their masters 

Hnd, perhaps, treated a little better, than the slaves. 

Depending upon the region of the country, Russian serfs were 

either required to pay labour services on the landlord's 

land (barshchina) or to make payments in kind for their 

crops (later money) for the use of their allotted land. Due 

to lack of incentives, serf labour was so inefficient that 

it became customary to call barshchina "all that lS done 
2 

slowly and incorrectly.'' Apart from pomeshchiki, obshchina 

(or communal agriculture) was the only other way of 

organising agriculture through which millions of peasants in 

the countryside were fed. It was organised on egalitarian 

principle. The entire land was graded into fields according 
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to its quality and then each type was divided into strips to 

be allotted to individual households 1n accordance with 

their s1ze. A periodic redistribution was performed by 

village elders, who constituted a form of village self-
3 

government, in order to give land to new~ families. Thus, 

the agrarian structure in Tsarist Russia was an admixture of 

feudal relations of production and communa~ property right 

on land. The landed property was based on two contradictory 

principles: communal property and recognition of ascriptivc 

(non-economic) privileges/status. It not only sustained 

different layers of rights in land but in a variety of ways 

ctlso countered the absolute right in land, especially for 

the middle layer of proprietors. 

How well did the system function ? Over the entire 

ti.mc period, on an average the productivity on pomeshchiki. 

increased while that of community land remained very low. 

Land for communal 
4 

farming was fixed as population kept 

. . 
1ncreas1ng. Uneconomic size of the strips made it difficult 

to use horses for ploughing or to affect any other 

improvement in farming techniques. Moreover, the sm~ll size 

of the average peasant holding meant that there was a 

deficiency of pasture land and hence, of livestock and 

manure. This disturbed the proper arable-hayland-pasture 

balance, which is so very crucial for healthy agriculture. 

On top of this, a family could have as many as 50 or 60 

individual scattered strips of different quality. [See Table 

11. A large amount of effort was wasted in looking after 
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strips of lanl separated from c,H:h uLher..,...by large distances. 

llence, the peasants on communal land were subsistence 

farmers who faced a perennial shortage of capital and were 

forced to use poor implements and poorer seed corn than was 

used by the larger estates and kulak farms. The practice of 

redistribution of strips proved to be a further deter~ent to 

investments in land improvement as the peasants feared to 

lose their land in the next redistribution. As a result, 

even when the Western Europe had become aware of the use of 

leguminous plants in the multifield rotation system, Russian 

strip farming was employing three-field-rotation system 

which left 33% of all arable land fallow each year. On the 

other hand, the yield on Pomeshchiki improved as better crop 

rotation methods and agricultural machinery were introduced 

and as qualified agricultural advice became available. The 

result was that whatever marketable surplus of grains was 

available, it came from the pomeshchiki. The noticeable 

}•oint here 1s that the surplus from land belonged to those 

who did not cultivate the land but were only interested in 

rent extraction. Those who were actually cultivating land 

neither had the means nor the incentive to invest in land. 

And this led to the poor state of agriculture as it was. 

9 



Table 1 

Number of Strips per household in different regions of Tsarist Russia 

~umber of strips 
per household 

Not more than 5 

6-10 

11-20 

21-40 

41-60 

61-100 

Over 100 

Source: P.Pershin 
l{SFSR (Ist lSSUe, 

South & Southeast 

27.6 

49.3 

16.7 

4.1 

0.2 

0. 0 

0.1 

'Forms of Land Tenure' 
Moscow, 1921)' p. 54. 

Orel District 
Orel Guberniya 
Central Russia 

13.1 

13.8 

27.3 

33.9 

8.0 

5.9 

1.0 

On Land., edited 

Northwest 

1.7 

2.0 

10.5 

32.9 

25.6 

19.6 

7.7 

Malaga district 
Yaroslaveguberniya 
Northern Russia 

1.4 

24.3 

56.7 

17.5 

0.7 

by commisariat 'of Agriculture, 



The Emancipation Act of 1861 was a watershed for it 

provided a unique opportunity to establish the foundation a 

modern Russian agriculture. If we examine the Act from the 

viewpoint of efficiency, we will find that while the reform 

did contain certain positive elements - an increase in larg~ 

estates that created surplus, the introduction of a money 

economy in the countryside via redemption payments, and th~ 

J•sycho logical impact of emancipation - it placed serious 

constraints upon agricultural development. The liberated 

~;erfs were not made equal subjects under the Czar, but a 

special class was found of them - a class beneath all 

others, and far below that of former self owners. Under the 

circumstances, agricultural progress was difficult. 

Land ownership after the Emancipation and before the 

revolution remained rather complicated. Land was mainly 

divided between private, owned either individually or 

collectively, and peasant or allotment land, always owned by 

a. group, the village commune. Principally, the village 

communes, had the right of repartitioning the land but. 

hereditary tenure could be found in certain communes. After 

the passing of the law of 1893 which pr~hibited repartitions 

more often than every twelve years, the repartition had 

become far less prevalent. The various kinds of land 1n 

village commune were administered in different ways. Each 

household received its allotment of arable and meadow land 
5 

apart from an allotment for permanent use, while the 

r•asture land was meant for communal use, the commune 
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providing the flerdsmen. The individualistic principle was 

incompletely developed in the Russian peasantry. The commune 

dealt with the individual not as owner of his farm, but as 

lhe head of the household and it had the right to displace a 

household head who did not perform his duties well. The 

vill~g~ commune was also a political body and a means of 

control over the peasantryi ±t was responsible for payments 

for land and for taxes, with the result that the more 

prosperous commune members became liable for the defaults of 

others. With this feature there was reduced 

accumulate wealth within the commune. The 

incentive to/ 

peasant family 

could not officially withdraw its land until all debts on ·, 

land were met and then only with a two-third vote of 
I 

the ... -1 

membership. The rigid internal passport system ensured 

peasant compliance and tied him to the village. According to 

l\lex.:1nder Gerschenkron, the guiding principles of the 

Russian agrar1an program between 1861 and 1906 were: 'To 

preserve the obshchina until the liquidation of redemption 

debt, to prolong the amortization of that debt so as to 

protect obshchina, and at the same time to hold th0 
6 

peasantry in the vise of ru1nous aggregate taxation. In 

short, the Emancipation Act made it difficult for the 

peasantry to develop both a sense of private property and an 

interest in long term productivity improvements - factors so 

very crucial for any agricultural revolution. 

We see that cooperative farming had existed even in the 

pre revolution phase. Other than the village commune, the 

12 



. 
artel and the TOZ or the society for joint cultivation were 

or~anised on the principle of cooperation. In the artel, 

members kept their own dwellings and garden but they had 

lheir agricultural land and implements in common, they 

farmed collectively and shared out the crop. In the T07., 

each peasant household retained his separate holding of land 

and even his own implements and drought animals, but the 

households cooperated to work on the land and shared out the 

crop according to the size of their several ho~dings. 

At this time, there developed two schools of thought 

the Slavophiles and the Westerners, with different 

philosophies regarding the future coarse of Russian 

aqricult.un~. Tlw Sl<:~vophiles believed that the cooperative 

activities on land had given a peculiar characteristic to 

the econom]_C and cultural development of Russian 

countryside. Hence, Russia should not follow the European 

way but should have her own specific way to develop 

<tg r icul ture. The Narodniks of the nineteenth century and 

their successors, the Social-Revolutionaries (the SRs) 

belonged to this school. Immensely popular among peasants, 

these socialist movements were shaped by the existing rural 

problems. The narodniks believed that the Russian peasant 

commune and the system of common land tenure with periodical 

redistribution of individual allotments which had prevailed 

under serfdom and survived its abolition, provided a basis 

for the principal of common ownership in a future socialist 

order. The SRs stood for the socialisation of land by way of 

13 



• 
its "removal from commercial exchange and transformation 

frtm ~ private property of individuals 
7 

into a common 

national possession." The land was to be distributed to 

individuals on two principles described as the ... labour 

principle' and .._equalisation' 1 meaning an equal distribution 

of land among those who worked on it, the only difficult 

being that of determining the criterion by which equality 

should be calculated. This policy ranked the SRs with those 

non-Marxist socialists who believed that the essence of 

socialism lied not in methods of production but 1n equal 

distribution. The SRs believed that the commune or artel 

assisted the development of socialist consciousness among 

the peasantry, and thus would pave the way for the socialist 

revolution. 

The Westerners, on the other hand, believed that the 

Russian peculiarities were a sign of backwardness that would 

0isappcar with economic and cultural progress. The Social 

Democrats followed the Westerners closely until it split 

into the Mensheviki and the Bolsheviki. After that, they 

became followers of Marxist doctrine which stated that large 

scale production would replace small scale production not 

only in industry but also in agriculture, although thr. 

experience of the whole world testified to the contrary. 

The Social Revolutionaries enjoyed wide support of the 

peasants during the peasant unrest of 1904-05. At this time, 

the communes acted as revolutionary channels to give vent to 

the mass1ve peasant dissatisfaction with the govern~ent's 

14 



agrar1an program. This prompted the government to eliminate 

th~ village commune and to improve the lot of the peasantry. 

The executive decrees issued by Pyotr Arkadyevich 

Stolypin as chairman of the council of ministers later 

became known as Stolypin Reforms and proved to be a major 

event 1n the Russian agrarian sector. The decree which 

initiated the Stolypin Reforms was issued on November 9, 

1906. The outstanding redemption debt were cancelled and 

peasant households were permitted to consolidate their 

communal strips, claim individual ownership of their nadely, 

and withdraw from the communes. Stolypin's second reform o[ 

June 14, 1910, was however more radical. It dissolved all 

the communes which had not redistributed land since th~ 

l·:mancipation. These were mostly in the central, northern and 

western parts of the country, where the villages were small 

and poor 

1ncrease 

and the soil required substantial 

its fertility. A year later, on 

investment to 

May 29, 1911, 

Stolypin passed a new decree, which simplified consolidation 

and evaluation of commune in any part of the country. 

From the viewpoint of long run economic development, 

the Stolypin Reforms of 1906 and 1910 were significant 

90vernmcnt mr~a~Ut"t""'S b(·:~.=:L]~;:· ,:11CJ\'\ j cliJ cl1lotments to be bought 

and sold they facilitated the withdrawal of individual 

peas~nts from the village commune, which - combined with the 

reduced indebtedness of the peasantry - opened the way for 

flrivate agriculture in Russia Substantial progress was made 

15 



. 
in the conversion of allotment land into private land and in 

the elimination of strip farming to create Otrub the 

consolidated land, until the revolution of 1917 once again 

changed the entire direction of land reform, ending the 

measures introduced by the Stolypin refor~. 

From 1905-1917,. impressive changes took place in land 

' tenure. The nobility began to lose out their land by sale. 

In addition to this, a substantial part of their land was 

either leased to peasants or was cultivates by the peasants 

with their workstock and machinery, on share or for other 
8 

forms of payment. By 1917, the agricultural land held by 

the peasants exceeded by about four times the land held by 

other owners. The share of peasantry 1n agricultural 

production grew more than is indicated by the data on land 

1 P.nure. Kondratiev estimated the proportion of cropped 

arable land in those years at 85 to 90% which is impressive 

l.1y any s t.a nda rds. 

The revolution of 1917, in Marxist theory a proletarian 

revolution, was essentially an agrarian revolution. 

lndustrial development was a recent phenomenon and trade 

UnlOnS were weak. Hence the class struggle between 

capitalists and the workers could not be the basis of the 

revolution. Rather, it was the age old and highly desperate 

conflict between the archaic communes and the landowning 

class which prompted a spontaneous uprising of the peasantry 

Lo redistribute land and to solve the land problems. 
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. 
Agrar_ietn questjnns, though they had occupied a 

subsi.diary place in Marx's thought, were vital for his 

disciples J.n a country where nearly 90 percent of 

population was engaged primarily in agriculture. It 

natural that~ the first RussL.m Marxist groups should have~ 

• 1 t'c 1\-\/11 IIIII , , r '.,>Ill ,., >VI'I'~;y w i I ,, I},,. I ,,,. 

destiny of the Russian peasant and Russian agriculture. 

1'1 ekhanov, the father of Russian Marxism, regarded the 

peasant., in Russia as ~n the \'Vest, as a fundamentally 

c-rJn serva t i ve group and was convinced that the Revolution .~n 

Russia must take the course laid down ln the Communist 

Manifesto. Contrary to the narodnik idea of proceeding to 

socialism thLrl\lQh the pPasant c:ommune v.• i thont the 

contravening capitalist ".1 ' ,.~ " i .... i group 

considered the est;-d;] ishment of capitalism as the fn,"il stage 

.1nd 

Lenin appeaJ·ed on the scene Jn the eighteen-nine~ees as 

the f re> , .. v r ·• n t rl i s r ·j p l 0 o f T' 1 p k h <1 nov , passi.onatc.ly clcfcndiwJ 

lhr· nr·r:r~ssily of r·o~piL1lisr dr;vr•lnprnr'nt in Russj.:=t. ln 1 90 7, 

!:he Bolsheviks nF'lcle use of f:he SR slogan of equalisation but 

w h .1 t f o r t h r• S R s <1 p p r~ .=t r c < 1 t n be the u l t i m a t. e soc i .:::d i s f: <:J o a.l , 

for the Bolsheviks mcro.ly an incidental item J. n thr: 

L•ourgeois rr~vol ut ion. The theoret. ica 1 discussions between 

the SR ~nd the BolshPviks continued during the first. two 

rlecadcs of the ninetees. The initial popular base of the SRs 

hc~j<ln to rhvind.le .lR f·hr-• chdn~Jing sit·u,lf:ions turnr"<1 t.o favour· 
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nolsbcviks. The final text of the law ~On the 

Socializ~tion of the Land', promulgated on February 19, 

1918, represented uptn a certain point a conflation of the 

v1.ews uf the Uo 1 ~hcvi ks .:1 nd those of the SRs. The soul of 

this ] aw ,7iCC:n rd ing t.o Lenin was ... the s 1 oga n of the equa J usc 

of land' . According to article 25, "the area of land 

a l ] o c ,) t c; d t: o individuaJ hoJdings .... must not exceed the 

li.mits of the consumer-labour standard". The appropriate 

size of a gnn~n holding was to be determined by an elaborate 

calculation which touk into account both the number of 

"worker unit:-:>" on j L dnd Lhc number of. ~-bread caters'. It: 

was then that Lenin gave his famous "land, peace and bread" 
10 

sloqan. 

One of the first actions of the fledging Bolshevik 

regJ.me was to confiscate the rema1n1ng large estates (the: 

Land Decree, November 8, 1917) and to sanction the 

cl i str i_but.ion of this land among the peasants 

'Socialisation of Janel was thought to be a 
g 

thing entirely 

different from the state property. 

Tt·rcspcctivc~ nf !:he c·auscs, this drifl of land tenure 

tn favour of the peasantry was to have far reaching impac 1: 

upon policy making throughout the twenties. In their 

enhanced capacity as full proprietors, the peasants were no 

longer obligated to deliver a prescribed portion of their 
11 12 

output either to the landlord or to the state. Thus, the 

total output and marketed portion, thereof, became dependent 

for the first time on the Russian peasant. But as the 

18 



senti.mPnt of ensurlng land to the tiller gained ground, it 

became unpopular, unprofitable and even dangerous to be a 

well-to-do peasant. As a result, mass splitting of large 

households took place at a rapid rate and it eliminated or 

reduced all or most of the farms that had produced about 

half of the grain crops. The marketed surplus fell further 

rlu e t n a l <'l. C' k o f i n r~ c n t i v e to s e 11 the i r produce d u r i n g 1: he 

Y<~d rs of Civil \Alar, when the economy was facing 
13 

hyperinflation and the state grain monopsony acted to 

prevent graln prlces from rising as rapidly as the prices of 

manufactured goods. 

The government badly needed resources to fight the war. 

It responded by announcing war communism (1918-1921) - the 

policy of forcibly requisitioning agricultural surplus. This 

policy severed the existing market link between agricultur~ 

<tnd industry, estranged the Russian peasant from the 

Bolshevik reg J.me and encouraged him to engage in 

dysfunctional behaviour, such as restricting output and 

hoarding or concealing surpluses during a period 
14 

agricultural shortage. 

of 

To get the situation under control, government had to 

talce a step backward on the path to socialist reconstruction 

when it announced the New Economic Policy ln 1921. The 

forcible requjsition of food surpluses was replaced by a 

proportional tax, first paid in kind and by 1924 ln money. 

The state graln monopsony was abolished and free trade in 

19 



• food and consumer goods was legalised. The high level of NEP 

i. s usua 11 y dated to 192 6 when prewar product ion 1 eve 1 s were 

s.JC~IICl:,tJl )' Tnspih~ of .its SllCC(~SSCS I NEP was 

.:t !.>,~, r1 <] o rt ed J. n 1920 J.n favour of collectivisation of 

agriculture because there was a fundamental contradiction 1n 
15 

the Smychka strategy. The reestablishment of market 

agriculture was bound to create a class of commercially 

L1l nded peas an Ls whu would provide the critic a 1 rna rketed 

surplus. This would increase the differentiation among 

'a<Jricultural population which was ideologically oppossed to 

the L-1arxian thought that condemned the weal thy and middle~ 

peasantry as adamant opponents of socialism. The open1ng of 

the prJ.ce sc1ssors was viewed with alarm and an urgent 

J•olicy change was mooted. Thus, during 1918-1928, the 

economy operated under two quite different administrative 
16 

re<Jlrnes War Communism and the NEP, that provided 

exper1ence Lu assist in making the final choice of Central 

Planning and Collectivisation of agriculture. 

On the eve of collectivisation, 1 .• c.= • J.n 1927-28, 

individual peasants accounted for 98.2 percent of the total 

agr icu l Lur.::tl output. The neg 1 igibl e residua 1 production was 

the sh,ire of lhe SLate F<1nns and the I\olkhozy. T<1ble II 

shows what was called in the USSR the class composition of 

the ped.santr:r·, in 1927-28. 

17 
The 1927 Survey of Peasant Economy "gives a vivid 

J•icture of the organisation and functioning of the pre-

co1lectivisation peasantry. [See Table III]. The households 
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, DISS 
333.3147 

T3268 La 

iilliilllililllillilililllliillliillllll!lili;lll; 
TH4922 

invc<:;Ligatcd were grouped accoruing to the value of the 

principal means of production into seven groups. There were 

vast differeness between the first and the seventh group 1n 

Le~ms of allotment arable land and cropp~d plowland. These 

differences were due partly to the fact that the stronger 

ltousc:=bo 1 ds took more land on 1 ease ·than they 1 et, whi 1 e the 

rc·V<!t·sc was true of households wiLhout means of' production. 

Huth the practices of taking of land on lease and the 

letting of means of production, were emphasized by the party 

~:pokesman as important indications of strong capitalist 

development. Actually, it was on a small scale. That such a 

r·.J.Lc could be considered dangerous to the Soviet system 

merely emphasized the deficiencies of that system. 

Table II 

CLASS COMPOSITION OF THE PEASANTRY, 1927-28 

Groups Households 

Workers on State Farms 

I·~ o 1 k h o z n i k i 

Non Snc i i:J J i sed f:J roups: l:.ota 1 

l.Va.gc Ea.rners 
Semi-proletariat 
Average producers 
Small capitalist group 

Source: Sl:.atistjcal Handbook, 
8oard (Moscow 1929) pp.88. 

2. 3 

0. 7 

97.0 

8 
20.2 
G4.9 

3. 9 

USSR, 

Persons 

1.4 

0.6 

98 

6. 3 
16.() 
70.6 
5.1 

Central Statistical 

Note: Only households engaged in the rural economy Jre shown 
in the lable. 
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Table III 

"PRECOLLECTIVISATION PEASANT RURAL ECONOMY: LAND TENURE AND 
OPERATION 

Flousehold 

J)rincipal means 
of production 
per household 
(value in roubles) 

None 

1-100 

101-200 

201-400 

401-800 

Wl L-J con 

LGUO s, (J v ( ~ ,. 

groups 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

(j 

7 

Average 

Land Tenure 

Allotment 
arable land 

2.5 

3.7 

4.5 

5.6 

6.7 

8.8 

11.0 

6.1 

Land Operation 

Cropped plowland 

. 8 

1.5 

2.2 

3.3 

4. 7 

G. 9 

1).4 

4 

Source: Statistical Handbook, 
J\oard (Moscow 1929). 

USSR, C~ntral Statistical 

The crucial nature of the relationship between the 

peasant and the state was the subject of conti nuin•J 

discussion during the 1920s. The participants in this 

discussion suggested alternative roles for the agriculturul 

~;ec· tor J.n the 
18 

l' ,-eobrazhensky, 

development 

as industrial 

process. According to 

investment rose, the rate 

of: savJnq had Lo by increased and thr~ burden of th:i::; 

1ncrease ln savings rate should be borne by the peasants 

Llu·ough the system of primitive socialist accumulation, 

~hereby savings would be extracted from the countryside by 

sc:U ing low dgt-ic.:ultural prices. Bukharin, on Lhe other 



hand, a ~--sJued Lil;~ t c1 ny sy s Lcm designed to extra c L i nvo 1 un ta ry 

sav1ngs from the peasants would destroy any posit j_ V<:.~ 

relationship Letween peasant and state and lead to active 

peasant resistance 1n the form of reduced peasant 

marketings. He therefore suggested to adopt a slower rate of 
19 

econonnc growth and set prices in the favour of peasants. 

~;banin' s agriculture first policy was based on two 

assumptions-(i)the marginal output-capital ratio of age far 

exceeded that of industry and (ii)there was a higher 

propensity to save in age than in industry. He envisioned 

that his policies would have to be carried out within an 
20 

essentially free market environment. 

Against this background, it sh~uld be pointed out that 

Lenin had long stressed the need to take advantage of 

c·conomlcs .,_ of scale 1n agricultural production . 

Collectivisation of agriculture, therefore, to the extent 

that it might provide a mechanism for effective control of 

the countryside, might have appeared both ideologically and 

practically a rather ingenious solution to the complex 

problem of Soviet agriculture. 

Stalin used the grain procurement crisis of 1928 as a 

for insUgat:ing co] lec:.i.vis;ll:ion. The: 

fact that the grain output and marketing of kulaks declined 

whereas those of middle and poor peisants expanded, served 

.:: s the evidence of the need to move against the kulaks. In 

the:' Fifteenth Party Cong rcss, decision was taken to build 

i !ldustriJJj_s.JLion progr~unme upon the introduction of 

scc1le farming on cooperative basis as its cornerstone. The 



step from cooperative trade and credit to cooperative 

production in agriculture involved a transformation of the 

econom1c basis 

collectivisation 

of Russian villages. 

was regarded by _the 

At that 

different 

time, 

party 

f d c~ L ion s a s ,_\ d e s i r .1 b 1 e 1 on g term so 1 u t ion L o the a g r a r l a n 

prublcm, but few could have foreseen (or would have~ 

::;upuortcdl the forced collectivisation that was to follow 

shortly. There were significant differences on the speed of 

tullectivisation and the precise organisational form to be 

utilized. Nevertheless, · the overall 

c·oll ecti visation was rapid and collective 

speed 

farm 

or: 

had 

supplanted the age-old mirform of village government in one 

year's time (See Table IV). The year 1929-30, was the year 

both of final offensive against the kulaks and of serious 

...._('}\.CCSSl~S' and departures from the voluntary principle ~nd 

the principle of allowing for local peculiarities. 

The organisational system in Soviet agriculture that 

replaced the traditional system was so inflexible that it 

stayed till the break up of the Soviet Union with only minor 

1n il. There were two basic production units the 

The collective farm (kolkhoz) and the state farm (Sovkhoz). 

farm which exceeded two thousand acres on an average, wa:~ 

lbe unit of cultivation and management. The chores of 

tilling, planting and harvesting in both the cases were 

l1dnded out to the households by the farm management. But the 

farms were huge, the work force was large, and continuous 

superv1-s1on was necessary to wrestle with the 'free-.rider 
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'21 
problem. ' Apart from these farms, agricultural production· 

also took place in the private or subsidiary sector that 

arose in both the state and cooperative sector. 

Table IV 

EXPANSION OF THE COLLECTIVE FARM SECTOR, 1918-1938 

(Selected Years) 
Year Collective Farms Households 1n Peasant Households 

Collective Collectivised 
(in thousand) (in thousand) (percentage) 

1918 1.6 16.4 0.1 

1928 33.3 416.7 1.7 

1929 57.0 1007.7 3. 9 

1930 85.9 5998.1 23.6 

1931 ::211.1 13033.2 52.7 

1932 211.1 14918.7 61.5 

1935 245.4 17334.9 83.2 

1938 242.4 18847.6 93.5 

Source: Volin, A Century of Russian Agriculture (Cambridge, 
nass: Harward University Press, 1970). 
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Under the original kolkhoz charter developed 1n 1935, 
22 

~he means of production are said to be 'kolkhoz-

cooperative' property belonging to the kolkhoz 1n 
23 

perpetuity. On a kolkhoz, the workers are not fixed wage 

receivers but can earn a bonus if output targets exceeded. 

In addition to the socialised sector (land, equipment, 

bt1ildiny etc.) belonging to the farm as a whole and governed 

by a chairman and a management board, each peasant household 

was entitled to cultivate a private plot. The Machine 

Tractor-Station (MTS), established in 1980, were responsible 

for the prov1sion of machinery and equipment and 

<tg r icu 1 tura 1 specialists to the kolkhozy. Prior to their 

aboJj_L.lull in 1958, lh~y played an important role in the Jay-

to-day operations of the kolkhoz. The sovkhoz or the state 

farm was structurally similar to a Soviet 
24 

industrial 

en·terpr i se in that it was budget financed, operated under 
25 

ll1e khozraschct system of management Ideologically, the 

sovkhoz -with full state property an organisational [01""111 

Jdvoured over Lhe kolkhoz, and an effective tool ln 

implementing mc1jor changes in the countryside. 

Thr::~n.:- were substantia] ga1n::> for collect.ivisation but 

·these g.:1J.ns w~rc uneven and undoubtedly achieved aLa major:· 
26 

cost. Prior to Barsov-Millar hypothesis, economists 

d:·gued- that it wcts th.t:ougb collectivisation that a surplus 

could be extracted from agriculture to invest 1n industry 

<:nd offset a~F;~inst imports. Now, there 1s vast 
27 

challencJi.ny wl~t.ll was once \.Jell accepted. 

26 
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) s ] ittle doubt th~t collectivisation lowered 

ScJvir-1·_ ,,gricultur;:d, productivity jn both short and long run. 

The ']t·nwl:h nf [IJ~oductivi.ty of arable land - slow but visiblo 

111 1906-1916 and in 1923-28 - stagnated, and the yields of 

the main cereal crops did not grow for the next twenty five 

yr,'ars. The total grain harvest which was 86 m tons in 1913 

level until 1952-54 ( f] uc t ua tin •J 

t~~,·t.wccn 02 and 8:1 m tons), despite a si<]nif.icant popul.:ltion 

growth. Grain production only began to rise when Khrushchev 
28 

i nt t·od ucccl his VJ.I']ln land program. The number of 

I i.vest(lc•k w:'ls rC'sl:ored to the 1.928 level on]y J_n 1956. 

Collcclivisa.tjon closely tied the peasCJnl: to hi:~ 

kolkhoz. Because of the absence of passports, mobility was 

restricted. rapers of identification (spravka), certifying 

Lhe identify of the kolkhozni.k CJnd issued only in winter for 

a total of 7-10 days, were used in order to take to market 

J 'art of the~ pr.·oduce harvested from the area .J.round 1:he farm 

cc?ntrr2. Other than tl1is, the kolkhoznik only left his home 

territory for mandatory work in timber cutting and timber 

floating. 

TmpPrfcctions Jn the overall administrative and 

cconom1c environment was another reason for poor performanc~ 

(>f Soviet agriculture. On principle, farms were not told 

as thc~y l'-'ere j n St.::d in's time - what. to produce but only 

to sell to the state; even the sales plans were to be 

basis of national and derived territorial 'control figures'. 

27 



In practice, however, those plans were still much imposed 

from above. Equally, the investment and current input buying 

of farms very much depended on what was assigned to them, 

with only limited regard to local conditions and without due 

coordination among the administrations of the branches that 

produced and distributed these inputs. In addition to 

central planning and directives, the regional and local 

authorities imposed management and reporting demands on the 

Jdrms. In spite of numerous decrees to the contraryj most 

State and Party functionaries, until very recently, have 

!old the farms what t0 ~ow, how ~any animals to raise, where 

Ln st~ll t.hc·i r· pruduc:_• etc., ,"lnd have sent down cm.i.ssat·ic:!> 
29 

Cur cuntrolliniJ the fulfillment of such orders. d. 

crJnsequcnce, ruost fa nn managers were not accustomed tu apply 

their Ol'litl judgement on how to allocate resources and 

J nc t:c;--J.sC? uut:put ·J.n d. wa.y best suited ',~o farm's condition. 

the· industr·i.d] ly l:-'l'uduccd it1puLs fu•~ ...t q r .i. c 11l t u r t': 

were in<C~dequatt::: in quantity, quality, a:,;sortment~ ,:Jnd. timing 

uf delivery. Thus, much of t.he cooperative and vo 1 u::ta ry 

the kolkhoz was lust. Those 1r-1h0 departed 

kulkhu;.~ to cily did nol, ln fact., receive their equity fran 

l 1)(:_' L:t nn. 

l t will Le useful to consider how long the most 

nc~~jdt:J.Vc mcasurc~s inLroduced by Stalin persisted. The very 

s_ystcm of sj_ngle cHHllldl payments in k.ind Jt the 

vet-y elld of Llw season continued until the end of the 1950s. 

A[tcr thal, it was gradually supplemented and later replaced 
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by monthly payments 1n cash. In 1966, Khrushchev 
30 

introduced 

a regular wage payment system. Khrushchev's rural strategy 

was meant to spur greater production and productivity 

through econom1c incentives within the kolkhoz-sovkhoz 

-
structure. Starting 1n 1953, Khrushchev increased 

proc;urcntc:~nt prJ. ces for farm prod uc~e, inc rea sed wage rates 

[ o ,- !10 L h kolkhoz and Sovkhoz wo rkcrs, in traduced a floor for 

coJJccL..lvc farm wages and converted a considerable number of 

' · u l L e c t · i v (~ fa.nns into state farms, which re:,;ul Led J.n 

elimination of m~ny collective farms with low wage 

~: !_ r 1.1 c t u r e s . Introduction of cosl accounting method to 

1mprove collective farm management was another laudable 

1:1ea sure to enforce econom1c adjustments 1n agriccdture. 

Another unpopular fcdture of Stalin reg1me, namely, the~ 

;1 r·bi tra ry Jeg:tl and pul.ice resLt·i(:tions on the movement of 

peasants from unc .!?lace to another and to t..he town:-:;, 

;: ·s soc ia t cd w.iLh Lhe denial of internal passports to 

kolhozniki, survived until 1976-78. 

The collective farms remained in a continuous state of 

Cl"lSlS, no matt.cr what improvcrncnt.s and modifications 

i.ntroduced. Most of them always needed credits which they 

cuuJ.d 11ul Since 1940s, sovkhozy have been 

replacing the totally impoverished and bankrupt koJ.khozy. In 

1940 abuut all arable land 1n the country ,,·as 

(·ultivatcd by the kolkhozy. BY 1985, their share had fallen 

to 40 percent and they produced an c~ven smaller 
31. 

of gr<:un. 

29 
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Though kolkhoz and sovkhoz are both large by Western 

standards, since 1980 there has been a shift to smaller farm 

SlZe. However in terms of sown area, the sovkhoz grew 1n 

importance while the private sector declined. 

Another change 1n the organisational structure observed 

dur i.ng the 70s and lhc 80s was that the number of interfarm 

organisations and enterprises grew significantly. Brezhnev 

significantly expanded upon the trends begun under 

'Lltrushchev and the big winners during the Brezhnev era were 

rural workers. Brezhnev's basic agricultural strategy was to 

]>OUr money into the rural sector. According to official 

Soviet statistics, the capital funds of inter farm 

enterprises i.ncreased from just under 400 m roubles in 1970 

to almost 9000 m roubles in 1988. For the same period, th~ 

<tverage annudl Jabour fore(-: <.:>.f "i.nterfarm organisations and 

enterprises increased from just over 78,000 Lu 765,000 at a 

lime when the overall agricultural labour force had been 

declining. The process of 'specialisation and concentration 

C>[ agricultural production on the basis of 
32 

cooperation and agro-industrial integration, 

inter farm 

had become 

lhe operative phrase of Soviet agriculture during the 1970s 

and the 1980s. Soviet leaders bad long tended to downplay 

the basic differences between industrial and agricultural 

production, arguing that it is possible to 'industd alize' 

~tgriculture. This idea was applied with different intensity 

1n different phases. In the 1970s, the emphasis was upon 

30 



o~ganisational change to reap benefits of integration, both 
33 34 

vertical and horizontal . Thus, as Soviet agriculture 

became hooked on 'mechanization and chemicalisation', the 

]•rocesses which require higher and higher state budgets to 

finance an array of interests within the agro-industrial 

complex developed which had benefited from this strategy and 

exerted pressure for its continuation. 

Deeply rooted ideological dogmas concern1ng the 

absolute advantage of the concentration of production and 

the necessity of steadily raising the level of socialisation 

of property hindered the search for a conscientious, 

J •r:opr ietory attitude 1n villages towards property. The 

qudlily of proprietorship in the peasantry and the 

soc1oeconom1c conditions should be such that it does not 

alienate the rural working people from their labour and th~ 

results of their labour. This element was missing 1n the 

former Soviet Union. Tile state and collective farms faced 

the problem of labour turnover which arose due to both 

subjecL_i_vc and ol..>jcctive factors. There were·problems in the 

.field uf material and moral incentives for the more skilled 

lal:)()\Jt:" un kolkhoz and sovkyoz. Research has shown that the 

carnJ.il'] s of mechani se r s are differentia ted on the bas is of 

1nany f~ctors: according to the ter~itory types of farms and 

'"~th·ccn farms of the same and different types, occupational 

groups, level, length of serv1ce, age, general 
35 

educational and forms of special training etc. There was 

1 1 u co r r e 1 a t ion be t we c~ n 1 abo u r p r u d u c t i vi t y d n d ,.., age rat~ s . 
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Upto 1964, on ~any farms, the level of wages lagged behind 

that of industrial workers of approximately the same skill 

by from 50 to 100 percent. Dissatisfaction with housing, 

L r·Z~de and cultural living services is one of the chief 

factors affecting manpower turnover. Soviet collective farm~ 

(and, in part, also state farms) had to finance and carry 

out infrastructural investment within agriculture with 

l 1\. Lle ot· no bPJp from 1~he state administration. Schools and 

objects of soci<1l infrastructure became less in number and 

distant from some of the surviving villages. Bad roads made 

transportation cost d high percentage of the cost or 

dgricultural pt·oduc tion. Traditions are easy of break but 

ktrd to rcest,:~J>Jjsh. Unclr·r conditions where children do nut 

l.i.ve at home but in a boarding school, the estrangement from 

their parent's love for work makes it generally impossible 

Lo convey to them a key aspect of their heritage rura 1 

traditions. Without knowledge of the secrets of working on 

l.itlL.I .111<1 1'\/illt!llli .til .tl1.t<·ltrn(•n! 1u il., <JI"<>WLit i11 t•r·"dtJr:tiviLy 
3G 

of ag r icu J tun~ is nc . .t~ ensured. 

Let us now examine the private sector ll1 Soviet 

d <J ric u 1 L u 1· c . IL can be percciv(~d ln several different 

contexLs: 

ll Families on kolkbozy are entitled to the use of plots 

of land by virtue of their membership on 

c·uJJcct.ivt~ farm aBel the _i t· pdrLicipation J_n the 

sucialise<;J sector of the farm. In addition, a small 

hut generally limited number of animals may be beld 
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J.'L·jvc~Lc]y. 

to plots of land, although this entitlement varJ_es 
37 

depending llL-'un whe:~rc Ll1ey 1 i ve and where LIH-'Y work. 

1) Workers and employees residing 1n urban areas are also 

ent.itlcd to garden plots varying from 0.15 to 0.30 

, 1, · r<::s, depending upon whether the plot lS 1 oca t.ed 

inside or outside the city boundaries. 

~.;ov iet experts have insisted that 'private plot' 1s a 

nnsnomer since quite often they manage to get material:=; 

r t:ee. ~vba tevcr we choose to call them, these plots were 

important 1n terms of product contribution. Partly due 

Lhe hostile official attitudes and policies, thE~ private 

sec to,. slowly dt.:c.li.ncd in intportance over a long period of 

l. i ntc till i.n t.l11' lale l.970s and the 1980s, a rcl.:n.;a.tion J.n 

official restrictions un private agricultural activity took 

r)Jace. In Brezhnev's food program of May; 1982 new attention 

was g1vcn to the private sector. Specifically, the limits on 

lhe number of livestock held 1n the private sector had been 

removed where such livestock was being raised on a contract. 

basis for subsequent transfer to the socialised sector. 

r1oreover 1 credits were made available to finance thi::> 

act.ivity. The task of further encouraging the private 

acLivil~.j es on Janel was left for t-1ikhail Gorbacbc~v who caJ::<~ 

l '' power in 1985. 
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Thus , we "'f in d t h a. t t be Stat i z ~::~ d 0 1 i gar chi c a 1 s y s t em and 

its concrete sociopolitical management structures ln the 

'l '.J ,-,-, l"ld ll sphc t·e dc·s t royed the ob j cc t .i ve foundation of the~ 

z-tgrarlan relations. The peasants were commanded and 

everything was decidPJ for them. Faim management received 

~xcessivcly detail~rl supcrvisjon from ministry, local govt. 

and communist party officials. A system of planned mandat.ory 

[<.JI"Iitdl. LtJ!l or t.he stt·ucturc or agric:uJt.ural L-' r·od tl<" t ion and 

the distribution of produced output guided the economic link 

between industry and agriculture among different 

Procurement pr1ccs were symbolic and produce was 
38 

regions. 

collected 

like a Lax un the prodrazverstka principle which meant 

lllal the t·e \vd s noneqvivalant con£ i seat:. ion from 

d g ,. j c u] 1: u t: 0 • Gi vc•n the low 1ncomes and the 

t.rt I he fCJr·nl.tl i<>n ,)f \v.-t<Jr·s, ils Jt~vel 
_!,() 

leftover 

<' ' \(:I i n s t. a b J e . Ther(= were aJ so numerous unresol vcd prublems 

111 the f i.eld o£ material and moral incf:ntives for the mar'~ 

~: 1·~i 11 ed labour on collective· and state farms. The housin'J, 

tt·adc and cu 1 t.ura 1 living servlces were also 

tmsatisfactory. Hence, it can b~ argued that the economlc 

and sucial rel.::ttion~ did not secure~ elementary conditions 

for human life and for the development of production. 
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Footnotes 

l. f'v1.1Ul_·icc Dobb, "Soviet Economic Development s1nce 
Cb -2, p. 39-40. 

1917" 

P.R. Gregory and R.C. Stu.=Jrt, 
p. 2 :) • 

"Soviet Economic 
S'l' rue Lu 1·c and LJL'r forma nee", 

J. The syst.em of redistribution was more preve 1 ant:. in the 
more fertile chernozem regions (such as Ukraine, 
Hostov, Voronezh and Sani) than 1n the central 
nonchernozcm provinces where intensive fertilizat.ior1 
;1 nd other 1 abou r intensive improvments were rcqu ired 
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CHAPTER 2 

LAND REFORMS - THE ISSUES AND THE METHODS 

Tn t.hc· prcv i.OllS c·ll;lph."t" I we s.Hv how l:he StlV i c--t· systt~lll or 

l:annjn•J fz-1i.lcd Lo !Ilr~ct the aspir<Jtions of raising ut·oduction 

and pruductivi.ty. The system o£ pruuuction showed stubborn 

resistance to chan9e and any reform within the system could 

not produce any sustained and perceptible improvement. AJ I 

;1 1 l:empts to resolve the food problem were not only carried 

o u t w i t h i n the £ ram c \v or k of the g i v c n r e 1 o t ion s I structures 

;tnd principles 

st:r~engt.henj ng 

but 

and 

as a rule were 
1 

deepening. 

b.3.sed on their 

Conset]uent 1 y I no 

chCJnges :t.n managc·mr:nt structures, f o z.·rns of 

mandatory planning, slz~s of farms, incentive systems etc. 

could secure the stable development of agriculture. Many of 

the rcforr.1s procluccd :ln explicitly 11egat:i.ve rr:su]t. Some of: 

lhem, primarily connected with guaranteeing the renumeration 

nf L·-tbout~ on c;o]Jectivc 1:.3.rms, the possjbiljty of: tncreasing 

i t 1 :~nd r <.1 i s .i 11 •J o £ r • u 1· c: h a s e p r i c c s , mad '"" it to 

realise a temporary effect without fundamentally altering 

l he state of affairs. Even a transition to a policy of 

increasing c.:1pital investments ln agriculture could 

cssenti,~d ly only retard the \vorsening of the crisis for a 

ced:(1in time. 

A break from the past trend was made when Mikhail 

Corb.:tcllcV a llllU LlllL: cd his perc~~ L roykd. The: 

c·ontinudtion and sustainability of the command economy, J n 

its C(•ns.i.stent dismal performance, was put to question. Th,c 
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e] c1acnts of decentralisation and democratisation 

in t~ reduced within the administrative - command system J n 

order to streamline the system as also to gear it towards 

being more people oriented rather than being result-

o1:ientcd. However, this Gorbachevi.an reform with a 'human 

f~ce' failed to yield results in the agrarian sector because 

of certain practical and political problems and because the 
2 

r c~ [ u nn itself was flawed. By the time of 

<i ismant 1 ing of the USSR, the chronic shortage of consumer 

goods, mass1ve state subsidies that exceeded an estimated 

120b roubles in 1990, and poor food quality reflected the 

pathos of Soviet agriculture and had become the hallmark of 

a Lotally disa1:raycd economy. 

The brc>ik-up of the Soviet Union due to the force set 

·1 n motion by the percstroyka and glasnost seemed to be 

inevitable, but it did not by·itself guarantee the reversal 

of the trend of poor cconom1c performance. In.fact, 

econom1c s.i.tuation kept detcrior.l.ting in an dLrnosphere of 

uncertainty and threatened political stability. In the late 

1991, Lhe food situdtic>n in Russia was cons ide t·cd to be 

catastrophic. The agrarian crisis in Russia is not only the; 

food problem, but, above all,it is the economic and social 

L-Li.l u ,. c:' () 1: L h c s La t i sed cent r .::d i s t s y s t c rn in o r g a ru s in g and 

f>racticing agriculture, and the resulting alienation of the 

a •J t· i cult: u ,. is 1· s from the lind and from the means and resuJt 

of labOUl". Realising the grave situation, the Russian 

President Boris Yc l t c:i in to 1 d the openlng sessJ.on of the 
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fifth COll'Jrcss c_)f Pcop] c' s Deputies in October 1991, that 

Lhc count:t·y \vds faced with the task of crc::tLing 

The creation of a now system implies the rejection of 

the old. As we have seen, the explanation for the poor 

r•erformance of agriculture as of the entire economy 1n the 

f o nne r S n v i C' t. ll n i 0 n ,1 r e s e v (~ r ;~ 1 b u t a r e f u n dam c n t~ Zl 1 ] y 1 i n k < • d 

with the legacy of the old system of Central Planning. 

Agriculture has generally been charactertised by large ancl 

relatively inefficient State and collective farms that have 

suffered from excessive state interference 1n production 

dr~~cision making and from a distorted incentive mechanism. 

Wor.ld cxpcr J.cncc and the practice of not only ca.pitalis1~ 

countries but also of Eastern Europe, China and Vietnam 

offer convincing C:::vidcnce that there is nn a]ternat:.ive to 

the market. There may be variations on making a transition 

l:o the market hut it 1s impossible to build an 

~:_ysteJ1} of r:-tanagement •vithout it. In economic literature, the 

caL·} tel:' dcbZltc used to be on whether market was necessary 

rlnd on whether it was compatible with socialism. Now, the 

debate hac:; fino.lly shifted to the plane of practical 

<; :_· t. 1. on s . Th'~ economists are busy preparing blueprints for 

the transition of the STEs [Soviet - type economies] into 

lildrket economies. 

It can now be emphasised that the transition of the 

entire econ(lmy jnto Tllarkct economy is organically linked to 
3 

U1c ,J':)rar i,ltl sector. This connection is two-fold of 
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all, the possibility of implementing market programme in all 

sphe!es of the national economy depends on the state of 

ilgriculture and the allied branches of the agro-industrial 

complex [AIC]. This thesis is essentially axiomatic and 

hardly requires extensive argumentation. Understandably, the 

food supply quickly influence the people's mood, their 

perception of politics, labour productivity, and the growth 

of output 1n all spheres, upon which ceteris paribus a 

scarcity free economy and a balanced consumer market depend. 

If the transition process ignore the agrarian sector, the 

entire reform is bound to get jeopardised as had happened 

during the percstroyka years. Secondly, the state of affairs 

in the countryside and in the entire food sphere cannot be 

fundamentally corrected unless the agrarian sector itself 1s 

convc1·tcd to .::1 market mrccho.nism. But this is a complex and 

a multifaceted problem. Its solution, in turn, goes beyond 

lhe framework of the AIC and depends on the entire economy 

and public poli~y. 

Agrarian reform 1s not a one-time act but a long-drawn 

process of creating conditions to make agrarian relations 

more r·ec;cptive to internal changes in external cond it. ions. 

The t:-sscc:nce of ag ra r 1an reform consists of forming and 

~;;··curin<:J the real freedom to farm land which will 

reestabl i.sh the direct-bond of farmers with the land. 

c' ;_·ganic link between agriculture, and the rest of the 

economy. which w~s discussed e~rlicr, makes the whole reform 

process look very complicated. It is, therefore, essential 
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to identify the centres of economic relations whose 

transformation secures the freedom to farm 
4 

Ayrictilture Minister V.N. Khlystun in Jan.1992 

land. The 

identified 

lhe major task in reforming agriculture as acceleration of 

land reforms, the transformation of collective and state 

farms into new forms of management, reforming the system 

connected with processing and storing of agricultural 

1 'reduct ion, the development of an engineering and social 

infrastructure designed for a variety of forms of 

Jllanagement. The key policy areas that emerge 1n this 

context are - marketisation (i.e. price-liberalisation), 

trade, regulation and privatisation. 

Marketisation: The creation of the market pr1ce formation 

mechanism lS first among var1ous aspects for making a 

transition to market-ori.ented economic-ties that will make 

the administrative-departmental management economically 

superfluous. In the Soviet economic system, an arrangement 

c•f 'forward contracts' with collective farms as also with 

individual peasant econom1es, and not the structure of 

pr~ces, guaranteed agricultural supplies upon which 

production plans for industry could be built. Thus supply-

quotas, contracted for in advance and originally voluntary 

in form, became obligatory; and were recognised as such by a 

nf J~n 19th, 1933. Varying according to the area of 

SO\vn l~nJ and the qualities of soil, these delivery quotas 

h·'re to he pajd for at fixed official buying pr1ce, and 

therefore had the character of a requisition rather tha~ ~ 

( 
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tax. But s1nce these buying-prices were a long way below the 

market pr1ce, they represented substantially a form of t~x 

,,, kind. In addition to these obligatory deliveries at 

'delivery prices', there were so-called 'decentral isr·d 

collections', which were the result of voluntary sales 

contracts to the· state at 'State purchase prices' which wer~ 

considerably higher than the former. The only surviving type 

of open competitive market in the Soviet economic system was 

Lhe Kokhoz market - the sale of collective farm produce from 

stalls and shops in local urban markets or with direct 

contract with various types of institutions. The retail 

price-index number was discontinued in 1930 simultaneously 

with the extention of rationing and the system of multiple 

prices for the same commodity in different categories of 

r1drket. The existing system of price did not reflect the 

level of necessary expenditures on the production of various 

kinds of products (i.e. the cost conditions) neither did 

they reflect the correlation of demand and supply, and hence 

if forms were free to form their production structure, there 

would be even greater deformation of their production 

structures than due to administrative command system of 

management. 

With the establishment of market mechanism· of pr1ce 

formation, the sale of agricultural produce and agricultural 

resource supply will correspond to the freedom of formation 

of agricultural production structure. In the absence of 

distortions, the products which are highly demanded will 
I 
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ensure greater profits and hence their production will go 

up. Thus guided by the pr1ce, the agricultural production 

st1:ucture will gear itself up Jn such a manner that the 

fft.,,,,evr·t·, I!Jis I r.:HJsit:iun to Jnat·ket price-formation must 

br: 'Jt".illil·~' I. Cr.1d1J,11 nr-·ss c·,1n he expr<~ssed both .ln l~he gradua I 

0xpans1on of the circle of products included 1n the circle 

cd· l'l(ll.k<'t r't·ice-fnrm<1Lion ,and in the identifj_r;,1tion of these 

! ' r " d 1 w t s 1: h .1 t w i J 1 l > < • s n l d [ o r L h ~~ '" s t a b J i. s h e d s t a t e pr ic:es 

fot· ,-, ,.,_•rt.'J i 11 l":'·j.-,d ,,f Ljnw. 13uL, this transition should b<~ 

'unsi st.ent .·1nd Llp1d. Tts <Jradualness is primarily necessary 

,.,, o~ll r·nu:1! ,. th<· prncr·s~; uf f·hc· ],_,wcring of thr-" pnr,ul,'1tion's 

;.1 n d < ' I. It~~ r ':!'"•' )( l s .-11- d t· i nH' 1,· hen ,, v n 1 c1 i s r .1 p j_ d l y 

i n t· h e c o rn rn ,x] i t-. y m .~, r k c~ t . 

food 

dcvrdopin~J 

}J('('Ti ()11] y rtanifnlcl 1nrreusc~ in retail pr1ces and a 

si•:Jni fic·.~,nt ly 1ncrease J.n purchase pr1ces. The 

c·nnvc 1· s Jon nf 1.' r 1 <~ ,-, s j s o n c n f t h c most urqcnt mea sure~-; 

mClk:inq i t. po s sib 1 ,.., to protect agricul.turc 

C'<.>!ldil-_i<li'IS 

c•lher· indusl:.ri<Jl prodncl:s rcach.ing agriculture'. 

The 

fr<·c 

systcr.1 uf supply-quotas lJrnssly hampered the 

t ,-.-,de of t 1w t:·rdl c·ct i.vc and state farms. As 

under the 

and 

right of 

a resulL 

the 1nterregional and intersectoral flow of commodities took 
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place on the planned and bureaucratically administered 

directions. 

The soone~ the market - oriented changes are carried 

out in pr1.ce formation, the sooner can the product · 

l.u1·nnver prnc~ss mutu.1l 1 y 

contracts rather than on the basis of prescriptions. The 

long term market relations in inten:;ector.3] t: r.3de can 

develop well only if the sphere of procurement, processinc:J 

and the commodity producing network of agric11ltural output 

is reformed. The existing proc11rement system, whose task is 

to rece1ve produce from collective and state farms, must be 

converted into a developed network of enterprises a ncl 

organisations that purchase, store, ship and process 

agricultural output and that operate on the hasis of market 

principles over vast areas. Tht~SC enterprises a ncl 

organisations can take state and rcpuhlir orders (acceptr:-<1 

on a contractual markel basis), contracts with local 

production and economic and trade subdivisions and other 

manifestations of market demand into account in their 

activity. 

The system of-materia 1 -techn ica 1 s11ppl y of aq r i.cul tu re must 

similarly be reformed. In order that the market might.supply 

fdrms with technical and other resources, it is essential to 

develop a network of trade and service bases and fir-ms, 

exchanges, and other structures that ass11rne the functions of .. 
the former Agricultural Technical Se~vices and that are ahl~ 
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to use it as the basis for privatizing the lat.ter and 

c:onvr·t·t·-ins.~ it into joint stock. 

All this is important not only for the establishment of 

I'C' 0 n OP1 i_ C principles in the organisation of the circulation 

of prunrlcr but a 1 so for the forrn<'ltion of i1 

1 ,tion~l r0gionaJ structure, for the identification of large 

7<>lH-'S f()l' 

J 't:oducts, and fot· the 

pt·oduction or 

organisation 

basic 

of 

types of 

effective 

'I' he -initially conceived as an all Russian 

iHlm in i st r.-:-d· i Vt' mc·d sn n~ to be <~.:1 r r ied out under pressure from 

.tbovc. rvh i l e P<"·i S<llll. s forma 1 1 y retain the right to choose 

t·.he form nf f.:1rm they \vant, in rcalit.y the authorities wen: 

!0 ·r,rir=-nt' people" r•n collective and state f.J.rtns in such a 

W·lY f<<rms. 

H 0 n c e , L he·· h- i l l i n 9 n r' s s .l n d e f fi c i en c y of the au tll!) r it i e s to 

r',l 1' ry anrl 

': J l1 l r}..; ll r· c• l J f' r • r -'IT If 'S 

i'll so 

be fnndaJi1enLlll y tl J h,·r·r"d and must <:onsist -in the formulation 

i Ill p 1 C' m r> n t· ,cl t j () n nf VC!rious market-oriPnted proc:Jram, 

lJ'SJi.onal .lncl bl-.::inch man<1gcment structure, for thr~ 

inl:u>d:wl-i.r>n r1f nc\v tcchnolo'].ir's, for th0 cll"vcJnproent of new 

p r o c1 u c 1·_ i o n facjJ-itiPs, for the dissemination effective' 
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• 
forms of developing the social sphere in the countryside, 1n 

the conceptualjse1tion of experience, the identification of 

problems relating to the development of agriculture and in 

organ1s1ng and supporting production, seed growing and 

selection. 

Morc"'over, private property cannot be left to itself, 

The corresponding legal regulation, the corresponding tax, 

rinancial credit and antimonopoly policy, the syst~"':m of 

state orders and of scientific-technical and social 

programs, the activity of various funds, trade unions and 

other instjtutions - - all this constitutes a safeguard 

< 1 (FJ.i n s t t he <VJ g r c s s i_ v r.~ soc i a J 1 y d a n g e r o u s a s p i._ rat ion s of 

the "cbastnjk" (privatP traders), civilizes rPlat:ions in 

~ociety and gjves them a social orientation.!£ the reform 

J:>roccs s hurts the soc i tll interests, is popularity is deemed 

t'l get affected. It turns out that private and social 
5 

interests can be combined via appropriate regulations. The 

~ociety will then be more willing to accept the reforms and 

cont.ribute whole heatedly to make it a success. 

6 
Pr i Vtlt i sat. ion 
. -------------

The most important area under privatisation programme 

ts th~t r1f ch~ngr in land ownership pattern. The restoration 

of private ownership of land and its various concrete forms 

1 s thP c:o;scncc of ] and reforms. Land reform which presupposr. 

~ change jn the ownership of land and the entire aggregate 

of land relations ~ith regard to specific republic and 

~-egional features, occupies a special place in thP strategy' 
~·· 
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nf t·c·str,rin~J ,Jqr.irl.ln r~],~tinns. 

H,-. f o rc' p ror:- red i ng with t· he ways and means of change in 

ownRrshjp pattern of land, it is important that the 

spc 0 j~list~ as well as the public, understand the meaning of 

private ownership oE land. Ownership of land may be defined 

i n two ways. First, as the lifetime leasing with the right 

{' J: in her i t ;Hwe i.Y__l_~H.:lRt~i ... Ye) and, second, as out ... right 
. 7 

OW!lC'!Rhip (Sobstvennost). If the aim of the reform IS to 

qrant freedom of activity on land so that farmers can grow 

what they chonsc, sell to whom they want and for the pr1ce 

wi thnut· privAt-e 

[ () ,. or 

i nhr=>ri Lc1nce]. The frer---.dnm of .~r·t-;,, ty on land requires one 

cnndit-ion- tlF1I Ill<-· inrlividu.11 L1nn is 0nti1·p]y independent_ 

, I II c1 1 s r f"' q 11 1 , 1 t· r--. rl by Pld rkPt· ,, [I rl nnt· by f i<i t . And, this 

;•cmd it ·inn 1S nr>t- s t 1" i c: j- 1 y cnnnrctcrl \1 ;_ th private lanrl 

r)wnershj p: i t c,J n exist· ,,. it h or without i. t . The a 1.m of land 

1·c fn rms should optimum farms which are 

rffiric~nt- ,-, ncl not· :just- outright [J r iva t i sa t. i_ on . Land 

nwnc-rsh i I' socinl 

; . ·.1 v i s ,, b i l ;_ t. y leading to a real, and not sloganised, 

p ] u 1· a 1 j s rc1 n f f n r m s o f m .1 n a gem c n t by f 1~ e e i n g a g r j_ c u l t. 11 r e o f 

-j n e f f i c i e n t f a n1 s • 

<ln t·llc h,Jsis of cxi.sLin·~J r'xpc't·ierwc'!, it is possible to 

several basic directions and conditions for· 

privatisation and development of various types of farms. The 
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question 

r .11 , . , , r 

oT land ownership is closely connected with th~ 

('t>llr>e1 iv.-· ,lnd srat:P farms. The majoejty of 

farms btlve 1 ost: the.i r cooperative features, and 

<·o 11 c·r~t- ive [ann mPmbers are not the owners of collective 

f.1rm ;iSf->r~i-s. This hnlds t.n.lP. fo1· the state farms to an ev<·n 

(Jt"C'<tt-er dh)ree.. In t:hj_s connection, the destatisation and 

assets should privatis~tion of a part of their productive 

1 :ecome the detcrm in ing direct ion of this transformation 

t n rn zt k r~ i n d i v i d u a J \\' n r k s o n s u c h fanns the real 

e>wners of productive resources and J.ncome. Thjs can 

·i n s e v c· r .1 1 f n nn s . 

proceed 

nne' fn,·m ,.,-,,del lJ,-. t·hc priv.lt.is.::ttion of collective and 

stat-.r:' F.1rrns by convr~rl-.ing th0m to a joint stock either on a 

11-'.lsc~- t'llf'r~h.,se b,ls·is nr nn .thr- b.1sis of thf" combination of 

inrl_ividUi1J f.1 rms • 1 n d a q r i ,~ 11 _l t- 11 r ;~ 1 con p r: r a t i v r:· s 

rlr·tc:nnin .. 1t i (>n nf workers' sh,l n~ the subsequent 

d :i s t- r i bn t- j n n 

(ur stocks). 

,-,f S(Jmr· nf the profits based on these 

Another form of privatising collective and state 

lS individual 

I >II land 

shares 

farms 

among 

workers and the formatjon of something resembling private 

farms as a result. This form, whjch is encouraged by the 

ac:Jrarian reform programme, can actually be~ 

least widely applied under present conditions when it would 

be possible to restore the cooperative foundations of the 

collectivr-~ farm sector of the economy. The idea of the mass 
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convers1on of collective and state farms into associations 

of individual farms a continuation of 'the idea of 

leasinq. This meth(·. was 'expected to promote the 

prrscrva~ion nf the old system of collective and state farms 

and at the same time, convert them into something that was 

opposite of them (ie. into individual farms). This 'is a 

c0ntrived idea and may lead to the same result as the entire 

leasing campaign.The broad development of private farms may, 

of course, in time probably result in farming associations 

.:md uni nns. But, this is an entirely different matter. This 

will be one of the results of the transformation of agrarian 

relation and not a conscious development as such. 

It ~auld be wrong to preface land ownership reform with 

the transformation of collective and state farms into 

fJrivate farms.There is a need to develop a variety of types 

of farms in the agrarian sphere: different types of private 

(based on one's own labour and based on hired 

labour) , co ope 1·a t i ve property, property of work co 11 ect i ves 

itnd state property. The objective conditionality of the 

plurality of forms of property ]j_es 1n the following facts. 

l:'irst, tn d country like Russia with such a diversity of 

con<::li tj nns, it lS abnormal to have just two or three 

identical forms of farm. Conditions of reproduction, like 

thr rh~ract0r and degree of development of equipment and 

technology, the scale of processes, and the depth of the 

division of labour, specialisation and cooperation 111 

va r.1ous sectors of soc ia 1 product ion are substantia 1-ly 
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diffnr0nt. Spcond, none of the forms of property has only 

pluses or minuses. Any form of property has its own 

.:tmbjguity.The 

often poses 

zealous 

against 

attitude towards private property 

the social interest. Cooperativ~ 

property, 

:i,ndivi.dual 

while on the one hand, directly 

and common interest, on the other 

combines 

hand, i.t 

juxtaposes group interest against other interests, and in 

this capacity it is kindred to private property and has some 

features in common with it. State property makes it 

possible to concentrate resources in certain directions to 

the greatest degree but the bureaucratization and wasteful 

expenditure due to centralisation lead to the defacto 

exploitation of the working people. 

Bence, various forms of property must be combined, 

f~rst, in order to use the potential of each of them, and 

second, to cancel their negative features by integrating 

them. Private plots should coexist with cooperative and 

state farms. Privatr (allotted) or collective land ownership 

with private principles is possible in small cooperative. In 

the ~~.1 sc n f the rcm,l in ing st ;1 t e enterprises (seed growing, 

I' rc<'d i n~J, I'XL'c'r i.ment. iiI entcr·pr:i scs), land shou.ld remain 

state prope~ty. 

The 

personal 

question 

household 

of the ownership of 

plots of the rural 

land forming 

population 

the 

and 

especjally of collective and state farm workers must also be 

resolved. It appears that within regionally established 
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limits this land should be tranferred to private ownership 

first of all. This will protect the personal household plot 

which has been forgotten about in the passions surrounding 

tltc reorganisation of collective and state farms even though 

it continues to provide one fourth of all agricultural 

output and may perhaps provide even more. It also creates 

certain guarantees for collective and state farm workers 

especially those who will not become private farmers. 

The privatisation of land presupposes the inclusion of 

land in market circulation and the possibility of its 

purchase and sale. This will make it possible to secure 

existing money with real resources, to strengthen the 

rouLle, and above all, to ensure dynamism in the use of land 

itself. 

1 ,'") nrl 

ln market turnover presupposes ~he establishment of special 

land banks that will be able to carry out the reforms and 

perform market, leasing and mortgage operations involving 

land. It would be extremely important if new land relation~ 

were organised by such structures rather than by local 

~tuthorities and var1ous commissions. This would make it 

possible to direct land reform and all agrarian reform alone 

1he lines of market economy in a significantly shorter time. 

It should nevertheless be remembered that the 

transformation of individual workers and work collectiveE 

into owners cannot be s,ecured by merely altering existin•, 
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forms of property. Such changes might alter the forms in 

which workers r0ceive their income and to a certain degree~ 

its size and the forms of internal economic relation and 

But they do not lead to the actual 

transformation of farmers into owners which is possible only 

if the entire aggregate of relations connected with the use, 

disposition and appropriation of the means and results of 

agrarian production is transformed. Comprhensiveness and the 

unity of transforming forms of property and all economJ <~ 

conditions 1n farming should also be one of the mandatory 

principlPs of agrarian reform. 

At this point, it will be worthwhile to compare the 

land reforms that took place at the onset of socialism to 

I hP orH' th.-·d. 1s takinq place at the demise of socialism. 

According to ·->r·x's prognosis, the transformation of 

precapitalist property into capitalist property is a more 

protractPd, violent and difficult process than 

Lransformation of capitalist property a socialised one. But: 

J. n reality, what had happened in the Russian Region was in 

contradiction to the theoretical prediction.First of all, at 

t 11<' in1r·· ()r nolslv·vik rcvollll ion, t·hc· capi.LalisL tr:ansi.Lioll 

was incomplete and the socialist state had to undertake 

the 'protracted, violent and difficult' process of 

transforming precapitalist property.The Kolkhoz -Sovkhoz 

system that finally emerged out of the collectivisation 

drive of Stalin, stayed till the break up of the Soviet 

Union. After the break up, the agrarian structure of the~ 
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Russi.an region has once again been put to a drastic change. 

Again, this change is just the opposit~ of what was 

discussed under Marxian theory. Instead of capitalist 

~ystem being transformed into a socialised system, we have a 

sy~tem being transformed into a capitalist 

system.This second phase of transformation, though more 

peaceful than the fist,is in no sense less cataclysmic. 
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' CHAPTER· -3 

LEGISLATIVE MEASURES FOR DESTATISATION OF AGRICULTURE 

The question of land reform and the introdu6tion of 

peasant farming had been par~ ~nd parcel of the struggle for 

power in the former U.S.S.R. which took an enhanced form 1n 

the eighties. The issue had been, on the one hand the need 

to improve the disastrous agribultural record by reforming 

the system of the state and collective farms and on the 

other hand, the ideological objections of the Communis~ 

Party to th~ introduction of prjvate land ownership. 

Garbachev camp to power with a different set of 

political needs than his predecessors. Stalin's successors 

had maintain0d political stability by keeping food prices 

low for urban consumers. This strategy, though successful 

for ~ time, acted as a long term disincentive to increase 

food production, and retail prices below market clearing 

level created demand imbalanc~s and wasteful consumption. 

Moreover, the regime's rural egalitarian strategy undermined 

the <'I b i l i ty t.o provide high qua 1 i ty produce with variety to 

c1 growing urban population. Thus, Gorbachev realised that 

the continua~ion of the Post-Stalin agrarian strategy held 

the danger of long term political instability as consumer 

demands became increasingly frustrated. Gorbachev's problems 

r:ons isted of two tasks, to promote the emergence of strong 

farms and to overcome excessive egalitarianism, which he 

hoped would Jead to an improvement in food supply. 
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One primary instrument by which Gorbachev attempted to 

t·edcfine ru r-a 1 rural relations was through 

int r-odur·t ion of leasjng relations. Economically, leasing 

represents a form of policy intervention by the regime to 

increase food production, 1 ower pt·oduct ion costs and link 

remuneration to output by encouraging income-differentiation 

among food producers. Politically, leasing represents an 

effort to create conditions for the development of a rural 
1 

elite, though one bounded by certain constraints. 

By mid-1987 the failure of the collective contract 

system led Gorbachev to introduce a more radical reform 

initiative. Arguing that the most important task is to make 

people fu]l fledged masters of the land aga1n, Gorbachev 

introduced leasing as an alternative in Soviet agriculture 
2 

for the first time since the late 1920s. The basic 

Jecision to adopt leasing as the primary reform of labour 

organisation was taken at a CPSU Central Committee 

Conference (Soveshchanie) in May 1988. Then at the end of 

August 1988, Gosagroprom published its recommendation on 

leasing agreements for terms up toSO years and in October 

N<Jvemb0r leasing was formally discussed within the Central 

Committee. 

According to the leasing law adopted on 23 Nov. 1989, 

leasing allows an individual or small group to lease land 
3 

from the state or collective farm in exchange for rent. The 

term of the lease may run upto 50 years and leases may be 

inherited. Leases are organised voluntarily and lessees may 
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be related. The lessees do not receive a 'guaranteed wage, 

but rec(Oive income from the profits they earn after paying 

rent and meeting production costs. Thus, the Law of the USSR 

"On leasing Relati.ons," legalises the possibility of 

transforming state property (as well as ·statized collective 

farm property) into cooperative group. or individual property 

on the basis of a buy out. 

.i\nother instrument of ch.::wge was the 1989 Reform of 
4 

Consumers' Cooperatives. The 27th Party Congress, 

attempt:ed to place man with all his aspirations and needs at 

the centre of its economic and social policy, put forth the 

tAsk of making broad use of cooperatives in the production 

and processing of output and in the sphere of services and 

trade. The development of the countryside and of the entire 

sphere of agroindustrial complex were recognised as urgent~ 

problems requiring immediate attention. It recognised that 

under conditions of developed Perstroyka, a fundamentally 

new situation had arisen for the development of consumers' 

cooperatives. The number of consumer societies had 

increased by 2.5 thousand units in the past two years. Over 

n thousand production cooperative were formed, either as 
. 

collective of consumers' societies or functioning under the 

ausp1ces of cooperative organisations and enterprises. A 
. . 
campa1gn to hear reports and elect new officials had taken 

place ln an environment of democracy and openness 

(glasnost) .Around 2.5m shareholders had been elected to 

organs of communal self-management. But, along with this, 
' 
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the~ 1 nput-_ of cunsumet·s' •-cooperatives into the resoJ ution of 

socio-economic t<:~.sks of the countryside and of the foo•l 

problem was not upto its potential. Hence, the Law "On 

Cooperatives in the: USSR" was passed in 1989. Cooperative 

group property orj_ginated as a result of the creation of 

small artels for the production of agricultural outpuL 

outside collective and state farms on the basis of this Law. 

Such artels were originally formed within the framework of 

collective or state farms. They leased land and certain 

costly means of production from them and bought technical 

tneans and commercial livestock using their own funds and 

USSR Agroprom-bank- loans.Afterwards, such artels wer0 

created on land obtained by them in accordance with the new 

land legislation from local organs of Soviet power. 

In order to overcome excess egalitarianism, in late 

1988, Gorbachev signalled his new approach to social 

justice, one which tied renumeration to work performance. In 

exchange for i.n~reased production he was offering the 

opportunity for significant material gain. Wage 

differentiation had also found support among progressive 
5 

So~iet economists who argued that Breznev's Uravnilovka was 

a violation of fair renumeration and had started acting as 

one of the chief braking mechanisms in the U.S.S.R. 

Gorbachev wanted to reverse Brezhnev's historical legacy by 

promoting rural wage differentiation among food producers. 

But as evidence and experience suggests a policy of wage 

differentiation is not as successful in agriculture as it i~ 
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Jn jndust-.ry. Trl_iti.ctlly, a pr·onounced pattern of wag~: 

differentiation was evident in agriculture. Workers in 

1985 

·11'ld 1987, while 1·ural white-collar employees' incomes had. 

increased by 16%. However, since 1987, this trend has not 

been sustained. Between 1987 and 1988 workers in agricultu1·c~ 

1::-:tW their incomes r1se 6.5%, 
7 

while employees incomes 

increased by less than 1%. 

Gorbachev also wanted to create a system of efficient 

profitable farms. At the March 1989 plenum,Gorbachev hinted 

~t farm and regional differentials but did not develop the 

point, recommending only that production in regions with 

most favourable conditions should be stimulated the 

rnost.Since that time selective incentives were adopted which 

w~re designed to stimulate the adoption of reforms promoting 

differentiation among food producers. For example, the 

first evidence of rural-rural differentiation policy came at 

the First Congress of People's Deputises when a resolution 

was proposed to permit the u.s.s.R.Council of Ministers to 

pay farms with hard currency for (he purpose of stimulating 

.:~ddi tiona 1 de 1 i ver ies of high gua 1 i ty products. This 

experiment was officially adopted by the Council of 

Ministers in August 1989 when it adopted a resolution to pay 

an average of 60 roubles in convertible currency per ton oE 

hard wheat for deliveries exceeding the average levels 
8 

procured during the 11th five year plan. The experiment, 

which ran for a two-year period and ended 1n 1990, was 
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admittedly ~ failure mainlY because farms did not want to 

sell gr.-i in for hard currency for fear they would lo·se their 

price subs id ic~s and also because the price being paid . . to 

Soviet farmers was still very low in compariBon with the 

iJVP.t~age world price. 

the government has ·adopted addi tiona 1 

resoJ1JtJons designed !to benefit high production farms 

through increases in l{rocurement prices and other measures. 

OnP r·eso.lutjon cancel J.ed the debts of farms which adopted 
9 

leasing contracts. The long-term debt of kolkhozy, which 

excPeded 47.5 billion roubles by 1988, was further reduced 

when the USSR Council of Ministers cancelled debts of 

collective farms, state farms and agro industrial 

c·nter·pcises to the sum of 40.3 billion roubles in July 1990. 
_jl 

Moreover, as ar1 enticement to adopt new forms of farming and 

farm management, tho~e farms which voluntarily switched 

' 
would also have their debts cancelled. Thus, the total debt 

10 
cancellations was esti~ated at around 70.billion roubles. 

Procurement price~ were also increased. On May 1990 the 

procurement pr1ces for many different grain crops were 

inr1·r~asc'd Sllhst:anLi..-dly,. In August 1990 the USSR Council of 

Ministers adopted new. state purchase pr1ces for animal 
11 

husbandry products, to become effective on 1 January 1991. 

However, as produce was held back in expectation of higher 

prices and state procurement figures went underfulfilled, 

the date was moved forward and higher procurement prices 
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position where it virtually had to raise retail food prices. 

estimates indicated that subsidies to food 

production, which already exceeded 100 billion roubl <:::-:; 

,;nnually, would increase Ly 30% if i~creased procurement 

prices were not matched with higher retail prices.The basic 

inclination to soften the impact of marketisation through 

government compensation contradicts the effort to increase 

economic efficiency and promote productivity based on social 

differentiation. 

Apart from the policy problem, Gorbachev faced two 

major political problems: first, the subsequent political 

instability in the system as both food shortages and higher 

prH.:es hit consumers sjmultaneously; and second, it was 

extraordinarily difficult to cultivate social bases of 

support for such agricultural reform because, in the .short 

l.~rm, most group of actors would be losers. 

Inspite of the problems, the process of agricultural 

reform initiated by Gorbachev advanced further.On 24 May 

1990, Prime Minister NI Ryzhkov presented to the deputies at 

the Third Session of the USSR Supreme Soviet the 

Government's new economic model, bas.ed on a 
13 

gradua 1. 

transition to a "regulated market economy." During the 

summer of 1990, economists, parliamentarians, and various 

committcPs and working groups were hard ~t wnrk devisin~ 

;1] ternative vers1ons of the "model for transition" and 
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seeking consensus on the concept of a "regulated market 

" economy , including the optimal amount of permissibl~ 

jntervention by the Central bureaucracies into the workings 

of the national economy. On 2 August, President Gorbachev 

clJlpointed a new Ad Hoc working group under the economist 

S.S.Shatalin to prepare a separate plan that would make it 

po~sible to arrive at joint underst~nding between the 

President of the USSR and the Chairman of RSFSR Supreme~ 

Soviet, B.N. YeJtsin. The Draft Plan was to consider the 

transition to a market economy as the basis of the Union 

Treaty that was at that time being debated by the Supreme 

Soviet. 

There were marked differences in approach to the 

transition to a market economy between the "500-Day Plan" 

and the Ryzhkov ("Government") Plan, the latter envisaging a 

more ~radual transition, a more traditional approach toward 

the role of Central Planning, and rejecting the concept of 

'private' (as opposed to "individual") property. 

On 24 September, Gorbachev tried to seek a compromise 

between the various plans, a consolidated version or 

~; y nth e s i s , with elements of both the "SOQ. Day" and the 

"Ryzhkov" plans incorporated into it. Gorbachev's 

consolidated plan was submitted to the Supreme Soviet of the 

USSR "On the Main directions for the stabilization of th~ 

National economy and the Transition to a Market Economy." 

By this time, several republics of the USSR had started 
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dr·manding autonomous status claiming their right to 

influence economic changes according to their needs and not 

being guided by the Union laws. In any event, land became 

part of the "battle ~f laws" between the republics and thn 

11ll-Union authorities, with the republics claiming absolute 

sovereignty over their land and issuing laws which directly 

contradicted the all-Union Fundamentals. For example, the 

RSFSR, Armenia, Moldova, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia 

recognised the private ownership of land with the right of 

s~]c and purchase of plots.Even as Gorbachev's consolidated 

J•lan was being discussed, the RSFSR Parliament hastened to 

approve the "500 - Day Plan" before Mr.Gorbachev had a 

r · h.--n1 c" t n sub m it h i. s own rev .i s ~~ d P J a n f o r. appro v a 1 by the 

USSR Supreme Soviet. 

The Fundamentals of Legislation of the USSR and the 
14 

Union Republics on land talked of 'the property of the 

people inhabitjng a given territory', which was a change 

from the previous formulation which talked of a single State 

land fund. It stated that land was granted to citizens and 

c:n·ganisations for tenure (VJadeniye) and use (Pol' zovaniye), 

but stopped short of recognising private ownership. A new 

type of landholding recognised by the Fundamentals was 

heriditable life tenure to plots of land, but it did not 

permit the sale of such plots.Article 25 of the Fundamentals 

dllowed the granting of plots of land for peasant farming 

based primarily on personal labour and labour of the family 

members. These plots could be held either on heriditable 
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life tenure or on lease. As in the case of the previous 

fundamentals on Land,jssued in 1969, the idea was that this 

l~gislation shouJ.d provide the basis for further enactments 

by both the all -ur.:on government and the republics, 

;rtcluding a revision of t:he latter's land codes. It should 

be remembered that the plots of land allocated by the new 

legislation for peasant farming was a mid-way development 

an~ stood in contrast with the traditional so-called 

'personal subsidiary agriculture', commonly referred to in 

the West by the term 'private plots', as well as the private 

l.:r1rl uwnershi[J which would be the next step.Under this kind 

of peasant farming, the individual state or collective 

farmer, or a cooperative formed by a group of them had the 

right of individual exploitation of land and equipment and 

lhe possibility of bequeathing such rights to heirs or 

passing than on to a family member on retirement. Land use 

right were to be allocated by the collective and state farm 

or other source with the agreement of the local authorities 

concerned. In case of lease deals, the state of the plots, 

the length and conditions of leases were to be regulated by 

,:1 ~1 n~ement subi C!Ct t.o t.he approva 1 of 1 oca 1 authorities. 

These arrangements were predominantly directed towards 

family operation rather than the hiring of labour and there 

was no provision for outright ownership or sale of land. 

With this exception, thls law, for the first time since the 

1920s, set out a legal framework for private ownership, 

guarantee of rights, protection against interference by the 
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state and procedures for settling disputes. 

The '500-day' Programme became the guiding document for 

future legislations in the RSFSR which decided, even before 

the disintegration of the Soviet Union, to._have its own land 

code rather than follow the all-Union laws that were 

progressing very slowly. This Plan was highly optimistic in 

terms of the possible timetable of the reforms and the pace 

of privatisation. The following extracts from the document 

will help us ga1n some insight into the process of 
15 

transition to market in the agricultural sector as 

~;uggested by the Plan and accepted later on. 

Thc a1m of the Shatalin Plan was to develop the legal, 

c•rganisational, and econom1c foundations of the land reform. 

Republic land codes and direct-effect legislative acts 

regulating the procedure for levying the land tax and lease 

payment~ for land, the taking away and assignment of lands, 

the introduction of a land cadaster and monitoring of lands, 

and conditions for the purchase and sale of plots of land 

were to be adopted to this effect. Local Soviets should 

confirm the apprbpriate, methodological and normative~ 

<ICH~llnlPnl~s. S i rur1l ttl n0nus 1 y, out:dated legislat-_i.ve acts, 

instructions, and statutes that contradict the Fundamental 

1:' 1· inc ip 1 e s of the Legislation of the USSR and the Union 

Republics on Land be repealed. 

Republic d R f 'th a develorJed Committee on Lan e orm Wl c 

structure of local divisions should be created and they 



should be charged ~ith land management, consultative, 

oversight, and arbitration functions for the implementation 

of the legislation on land reform adopted in the Rep~blic. 

lt suggested amendments into civil and criminal law in order. 

to neutralize sabotaging at the local level. 

The plan laid out that reregistration should be carried 

out by local soviets taking into account the actual use of 

the land and grant plots of land for tenure and use to 

spiritual enterprises and for life-long inheritable tenure 

and ownership to citizens.· 

farmers were to be granted the right to land allotment 

a personal subsidiary farm to be transferred for a modest 

fee. A conditional privatisation of land and fixed assets 

was suggested for kolkhozes and sovkhozes the 

certification of shares, stocks etc. taking local condition 

into account. Farmers who desire to operate an agricultural 

production unit jointly within the framework of a large 

consolidated formation could create a cooperative, artel, or 

enterprise wi.th limited liability. A comparable procedure 

was extended to sovkhozes and interfarming-unit agricultural 

enterprises. 

'J'he mechanism for the allotment of plots of land may 

provide for the submission by citizens to village Soviet of 

People's Deputies of applications, with an indication of 

their intended use, size, and, preferably, location. If this 

r·lot of land was not undc:1· the land use of Kolkhozes,, 
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sovkhozes, and other agricultural enterprises or in cases 

when they agree to its being allotted, decisions 

thj.s were to be adopted after a review by the 

deputies' 

Deputies. 

commission of the district Soviet 

concerning 

appropriate 

of People's 

In cases where ?greement was not reached between the 

agricultural production unit and the workers withdrawing 

from it concerning a specific land allotment for the 

organisation of an individual farm, a conciliation 

('Ommissj on was to be appointed, made up of representative of 

tl1e deputies' commission of he Soviet ~f People's Deputies, 

lhe village Soviet, that agricultural production unit, and 

thA committeP on land reform.The recommendation of th~ 

conciliation commission was to serve as the basis for the 

adoption of a final decision by the district Soviet of 

People's Deputies, which, however, may be appealed in court 

if, J n t-he opinion of one of the parties, violation of the 

law had taken place. 

Other citizens, who were not workers of the enterprise 

in question, were· to be allotted plots of land for engaging 

ln individual 

from 

agricultural production from reserve 

lands taken away from unprofitable and 

lands 

low-

profit agricultural production units incapable of ensuring 

their effective use. 

It further suggested the establishment of land banks in 

the republics ln order to overcome the financ~al 
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difficulties in the way of reforms. The charter capital of 

lAnd Banks was to be formed from the budgetary assets (the 

banks could be founded on the basis of the Agro-industrial 
• 

bank [Agroprom Bank]). The functions of the land banks 

:inc:Judc the issuance of long term and short term credits·, 

the acquisition of ownership of land, mortgage credit, the 

offer·ing and purchase of stocks, share, payments in 

cooperatives etc. 

The plan recognised the requirement of payment for land 

as the most effective lever of the land reform. During the~ 

course of· the inventorization of the land stock, the 

preliminary worth of the land should be conditionally 

calculat.ed, and the land tax be introduced, leading to its 

effective usr>. 

The task of full scale introduction pf market relations 

1n the agroindustrial complex without any restriction was 

recognised as the most urgent one. To this end the 

formation of a network of commercial wholesale trade 

enterprises beginning in Oct. '90 and the sale of the output 

of the AIC branches by means of wholesale trade and on the 

basis of free prJ.ce formation was suggested. State 

intervention 1n the provision and material resources to 

<~•.Jt""i.c·ullttt·,~ wnuld he• aimc"cl .1t. c.lirnin.1ting Lhc monopoly o.f 

suppliers(oversight over prices, breaking up organisational 

l''·>nopol ies, creating parallel structure) . A used 

agricultural machinery market was to be created 1n parallel . 

. , n order to eliminate the monopoly crf the enterprises 
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process agricultural output, the construction of small shops 

directly agricultural production units was to be stimulated 

i:lS well as the unification of the agricultural production 

units of a district for the purposes of buying out the fixed 

ilssets of food-industry enterprises and the creation of 

cooperatives, partnerships and joint-stock companies for 

purchasing, transporting, processing, and selling 

agricultural output. 

The subsidisation factor, which has developed into a 

complex sociopolitical problem, was thought to b~ 

complicating the full scale introduction of market relations 

ln the AIC and it was snggosted that subsidies be shifted 

from the stage of purchasing and processing agricultural 

ontpu1- to trades and be almost entirely entrusted to local 

budgets, with the appropriate revenues for covering them. 

Understanding the failures of Gorbachev to create 

supp?rt bases for the success of agrar1an reform, the 

Shatalin Plan incorporated a long list of social, measures 

ir1 order to neutralise the adverse effects of the reform. 

In late Nov.l990 the RSFSR Congress of People's 

Deputies convened an extraordinary session to consider land 

reforms and agrarian policy in Russia. After a contentious 

debate which lasted several days, landmark legislation was 

adopted permitting the ownership of private property, 

;1lthough conservatives were able to dilute the law somewhat 

by prohibj tj ng the sale of land to all except the stat~, 
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.:'lnrl thP ftlrmPr mnst- nwn his lilnd for 10 yeQrs before he is 

('' i ':J i I,! , · 1 I I S(•l i I . 'l' Ia ( • HSFSH 1. (IW I "On l .. ·) nd Hcfu nn", 

1:esc i nded tl'le state monopoly on land and granted 

rc~cngn it ion to the principle of private ownership 

('Sobstyennost' l under certain conditions. Article 8 of the 

law permitted the granting of land allotment into· private 

ownership of citizens in order to undertake peasant 

farming. Providing these allotments were within a 

designated s1ze limit, they were to be granted gratis, 

although additional land could be added if paid for. 

Article 10 stated that such allotments could not be sold or 

otherwise be alienated, except in the case of transfer by 

inheritance, for a ten year period. Within this period, 

~llotments could only be disposed off to the state (i.e., 

the local Soviet). The same article states that further 

~uestions concerning land sale and purchase are to be 

decided either by the RSFSR Soviet Supreme or by popular 

J;ef c rendum, presumably within the 10 year period. The law,· 

"On Peasant Fdrmjng:", aimed at regulating and encourag1ng 

lhe development of peasant farms into the foreseeable 

future. Together with the land reform law, t.he law granted 

Lhc same stat11s to peasant farming and land ownership as 

state Qnd collective farming. Thus, it 

("<.•nf .i rrnr~d t:he plural j ty and equality of state, collective 

farm-cooperative, private, and collective - share forms of 

ownership and supported the development of all forms of 

management: collective farms, state farms, individual farms, 
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and their cooperative and associations. 

The importance of this new legislation was twofold. 

First, it added another dimension to agrarian reform by 

making private ownership of land possible by allowing thn 

peasant freedom to leave the collective farm or state farm 

order to form independent peasant farms. Thi!=> 

legislation raised question regarding unwanted speculation 

.1 n d t h c• r e f n r e represented c:m jdeological breakthrough of 

~;ort.s ;~nd for that reason it encountered fierce opposition 

by conservatives. Secondly, by adopting this legislation the 

l:~FSR went beyond Gorbachev's package for agrarian reform. 

Whereas Corb~chcv's proposals were at the forefront nf 

reforms from 1988 through most of 1990, by the end of 1990 

his policies, which continued to emphasize on state 

nwnership and leasing, were considerably more conservative 

In cump~r1.son wjth l.l10 new RSFSR Legislation.For example, 

the attitude 1n the USSR Government opposed the radical 

RSFSR land legislation. In Feb.1991, the former USSR PM 

l'avlov said, "if land reform goes according to the plan 

stipulated hy the decisions of the Russian SFSR Parliament, 
16 

Lile situation could lead us towards civil war" 

The pro<Jram for ·restoring Russian countryside and 

developing the AIC was also adopted. It was decided that 

~tarting from 1991 at least 15 percent of the RSFSR national 

1ncomP will he allocated every year for the development of 

lhe rural social and production infrastructure. It was 

decided to write off h-v<::1.tv three billion roubles in sho'rt-
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.-111<1 l<)II~J-1 enn ] nans t-.o collective and state farms. A uniform 

tax on land w~s being introduced, the size and procedure for 

J•:.:~yment to be established later,. All type of taxes on 

collective farms, state farms, and 1ndividual private farms, 

except land tax, were abolished - reaffirming the equality 

of all forms of property. A number of measures for 

supporting different forms of management were provided. In 

particular, there would be price-parity on industrial and 

.:1gricul tural products based on price indexing, and financial 

support for farmers was also planned. 

It was .assumed that a state programme would be 

dcvclopPd for assistjng and supporting individual farms, 

which will create more favourable conditions for the 

fruitful work of the Russian farmer. Beginning in 1991, a 

radical restructuring of structural, investment, and tax 

po]icy w~s plann0d in favour of rural housing, school, 

hospi.tal and road construction, electrification, and natural 

gas supp.ly. .Sl~a rt i.ng in 199], at ]east 15 per cent of 

national income was earmarked for ·this. No less important 

t. h.'l n recogni.t·.ion of property r.ights J. s the decision 

<tdopt.ed by the Congress that prohibits interference in 

econom1c activity by state, economic and other organs and 

c•rganis.:itions. 

'l'hP process initiated Hl Dec.' 90 was continued and 1n 

Dec .19 9 1-Jan 19 9 2, the President and the government signed .1 

series of documents which carried forward the board agrar1an 



reform. The moratorium on the purchase or sale· of. land 

_i_ntrodw:ed by the Congres:::; of Peoples' Deputies has not' been 

abrogated, but the President's decree has made it possible . 
~o solve the problems of the use of land. Investment of 

funds ~n the processing or service industries and transfer 

1o other regions, for instance, are sufficient reasons for 

the sale of land as permitted by the decree (though only in 

~:u<'h C'C\SC). 

l_n the new economic conditions the government started 

adopting a stricter attitude towards chronically 

11nprofitable farms and started their reorganisation without 

any delay. A government decision introduced the criteria for 

bdnkruptcy. Essentially, it 1s a petition by economic 

snhjc·cl:s fr)l: the rPpaymcnt of debts incurred by unprofitable 

farms, with a subsequent claim on 1ncome from their 

production activity. Unprofitable farms are by no means to 

cease operation: cooperation with industrial enterprises, 

sale of land or some of the buildings and machinery ~ay 

permit formation of fully viable peasant holdings or a 

cooperative on the basis of such a farm. 

The a1m for 1992 was an overall revision of attitudes 

to land on the basis of its redistribution, creation of new 

or~J<-~nisat-ional forms, and P.stabl j shment. of conditions for 

the formation of land market.This includes a system of 

ilSSPssment of the value of plots and determination of their 

normat.i.ve price, a system of land bdnks, arrangements fo~ 

renting land and mortgage credit. 
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During 1993 different decrees and laws were passed 

which marked major advancements toward ensur1ng a transition 

towards market 1n the agricultural sector. As state and 

cnller.tive farms were being reorganised and private 

wa.s on the rise, there was a need for introducing 

amendtnents and addenda to the 'Russian Federation law on 

J•civate farms' 1n order to remove obvious contradictions 

within the current legislation. The law cannot be ambiguous 

<tnd the amendments introduced have to strengthen the law. 

The Russian drafl::. law "On Amendments and Supplements to the 

Hussian la.w on Peasant Economy" makes it possible to 
17 

render 

effective aid to the farmers Local administrations and 

not local councils shall now be in charge of allotting land 

ctnd reg i st.er i ng private farms. It gave more freedom to 

farmers and barred intervention by the government and its 

agenc1es 1n their activities, including the formation of 

cooperatives, joint-stock compan1es and partnership 

including forei<Jn partners. The government also ruled on 

changes in the registration procedure, enabling farmers to 

(•btain the Stat~ certificate of ownership, set the 

boundaries of their own land, open bank accounts, includinq 

fureign currency ones and establish business relation with 

enterprises independent producers to be included J.n 

drafting program for social and economic development of the 

re(:J 1011 s. 

A dcaft law on cooperatives was also introduced. The 
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Pr~sidiurn of the Hussian Council of Ministers on Thursday 

to suppn1·t const1mer <~noper.=t!: i vo. 

societies through the allocation of credits. The econom1c 

<tctivity of consumer cooperatives had been complicated by 

the economic crisis and to ensure a steady supply of goods 

Lo the rural people, R 400 billion of credit on easy terms 

was required. Out of this sum, R 100 billion was needed for 

ttrgent delivery of goods into districts of extreme north and 

localities. Yeltsin approved a decree on support 
18 

for farmers and cooperatives that would promote farming, 

1l•e dcvelopm~nt of interfarm cooperative sector, and the 

system of farmers' self government with due account taken n[ 

tlte experience gained by the association of Russian Farmers 

and Agric11ltural Cooperatives. The government and Central 

Bank have been instructed to provide the necessary financial 

and Jnsurance support for the farmers and agricultural 

cooperatives. 

Considering the fact that the equipment level 1n 

agriculture and at processing enterprises ln Russia had 

fallen to where it was in the mid 1970s, the government 

ado11ted the draft fedral program for machine building for 
19 

Hussia's AIC. It covers a five year period and calls for 

more than 3000 new types of machines and equipments to be 

r•ut into production, and for the modernisation of virtually 

all farm equipment.This programme is expected to 1ncreas~ 

labour productivity by 80 per cent and the volume of 

prod u c t j on o f a 9 r i c u 1 t. u r a 1 out p u t by 2 0 to 4 0 p e r cent . 
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Yc·lt-sin h;ls ;1l so i ssucd a decree ... On taxation of the 
20 

land sale of land plots and other transactions involving 

dnd a decree "On the Formation of Fedral and Regional 
21 

Food 

Several jncentives to be offered to those who 

produce output for the fedral stocks have been specified 

,·onti nuation of subsidies and compensation that were in 

effect ln 1992, with indexation taken into account, 

C'Ompensation for fifty percent of the cost of machinery, 

equipment and spare parts among other things. 

The latest development had been the 
22 

President's decree liberalising gra1n market. 

issue of 

The decree 

dbolished the requirement on farmers to deliver specific 

quantities of grain and oilseeds to the state to make up the 

c'~ntr.:1l reserve and allowed them to charge market 

prlCCS for what they do supply. The decree also instructed 

Russia's to set up their own grain reserves, in 

addition h') the Central reserve. Republics and regions of 

the Rnssian federation shall independently meet their own 

n e c· cl s f n r ':J r ,:1 i n and p roc o s sed 9 r a in product" s . Any dec j s ion , 

J,y n::qional authorities bannin~ or restricting the free 

movement of grain and oilseeds or impeding trade in thos0 

,.,llnmodities shall be considered invalid, except 1n cases 

provided for by national legislation. The decree also 

called for all state-owned grain purchases, processing and 

Sf. I) )'(l IJC' entet·prises to he converted into joint stock 

C.'IJHlLJZHLLeS. 
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The lcg."ll dcvc·lopments for affecting agrarian reforms 

to ensure a transition to the m~rket have progressed 

after the disintegration of the Soviet Union.For any 

r:h.<ncv· tn take• pJ;:we in t.he Rnssian countryside, it is 

faster 

real 

very 

important that unamb.irJuous and sufficient legislations on 

land exist. In this chapter, I have enumerated the major 

legal developments and in the next chapter, I will point out 

their effectjveness in times of progress of the reforms and 

their deficiencies in terms of the difficulties which still 

hamper its progress. 

• 
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1922. 1n 1926 draft laws on peasant land use and leasing 
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1928 a resolution which forbade leases was passed and in 
1930 land leases were outlawed. 
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5. Egalitarianism. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Achievements of the Reforms and the 
Difficulties Underway 

Progressive forms of economic organisation have been 

. introduced by law at different stages of the reform • But 

have these measures yielded nay satisfactory result ? I go 

on to discuss the impact of these legislations on the 

countryside and progress of the reforms. I begin my 

discussion with.the Gorbachev's experiment with leasing. 

~vi th positive financial incentives, seemingly every 

rdrmer would want a lease contract. However, that was not 

the case. Negative attitudes towards 'progressive forms' of 

<:'conomic organisation have been increasing over time. 

;~ n,-i 1 y s I s assumed that pea sa.nts wanted leasing and 

llle local f~1nn mana<:Jers and officials have been frustrating 

e[furts lo ubLd.i.n land. Undoubtedly this type of 

ubstructionist behaviour had occurred. There are ln fact 

dlld 

ufficials would want to discourage leasing. Over the years 

their jobs were secure as the agricultural bureaucracy 

expanded. Naturally, they feared that if leasing takes hold 

i!H~Y will LH:>come superfluous and, inevitable, unentployed. A 

~_:econd rea son had to do with the ability to adapt to new 

circumstances. 

f\'loreover, the attitude of the rural dwellers was also 

not encouragln•J for they perceived the avoidance of risk 

I ·:tking to be the safest policy. Peasants had grown, 
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ric': cu s L c>mcc] tH'L \vnr-kin•J hard, dnd it was precisely the 

of s t r c? n u o us \II o 1' k a n d potc~ n t. i a 1 hardships that 

pt:evcnted many pc:~asant fro111 adopting leases. G.Bystrov said 

t:_hat: -human memory 1s vivid, and no one wants to take on 

lease today fearing that tomorrow he'll suddenly be told 
1 

he's a kulak'. 

The freedom to choose what to grow was restricted, as 

the lessee was required to grow products which 'correspond' 

lo the fann' s infrastructut·e, and the director must approve 

Lltcse clcci.siuns. Further, the Jessee was obljgated by 

l'Olltl·dcL Lo sell his output to the farm, and prices for this 

'llltpu t were set by the L• rm. These contract prices were no L: 

dllowed to exceed state procurement prices. The Jessee was 

nut allm-ved to sr~] 1 his output through channels other than 

lhc farm. The 1 c~s ses was also dependent on the farm for 

feed, fodder, as well as technical support and 

mechanised assistance. Because many aspects of production 

remain controlled even under leasing conditions, in essenc~ 

the burden uf risk had shifted from the farm to the lessee. 

llcJ\v e v c r , i t- w a s p t· (, c i s e 1 y because the underlying econonllc 

incentive structure had not: changed that peasants were not 

more favourably inclined towards leasing. 

with lease::s were not saLisfied with the condi. t ions of 

internal leasing. The most commonly cited reasons were -the 

absence of any kind of independence', 'low pr1ces for 

products produced th t·ough 1 easing, combined with high prices 
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2 
for land [rent], livestock and technology' Therefore, the 

real problem was that leasing had the danger of being 

<tccomplished only on paper. In this situation the farmer 

took out a lea~e, while conditions ~emain largely as they 

\vere. 

Thns, the implementation of leasing was frustrated by a 

combination of the legacy of previous rural social policies, 

middle-level bureaucratic intrasigence, counterproductive 

political campaign techniques and inherent design flaws 1n 

Lhe reform. Perhaps more importantly, the reform movement 

could not gather enough momentum to overcome several decades 

of an egalitarian political culture, a peasant culture which 

continued to view differentiation with susp1c1ous. 

Gorbachev's attempt to overcome excessive 

egalitarianism did prove to be successful to a certain 

extent. Available data indicate that leasing has 1n fact led 

1ncome differenti.als among food producers. Income 

differentials hetween lease and non-lease farmers varied 

from region to region depending on the product, the cost o[ 

product-. ion and the local natural conditions. Nonetheless, 

Goskomstat data indicated that agro-industrial workers who 

c·onverted to leasing averaged 264 roubles a month, while 

non-lease workers averaged 237 roubles in 1989. 

After the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the 

official land reform program of the RSFSR government 

consisted of legislations to ensure a rapid development of 
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f J rmi nq ,1 lld other types of per sonzd farming 

and 6.5 m hectares of land for peasant farms over the period 

() [ l<J<Jl-<)5 ( j. c., !!(~tween ~. 5 and 3 percent of total 
·3 

dgricultural land). In addition the program aimed at 

providing upto 3 m hectares for ~ardening and vegetable 
4 

~p:owing. During the first stage of the program, that 

extended upto April 15, 1991, reports refer to the 

establishment of a land fund of 5-9 m hectare for future 

redistribution, to the creation of over 17,000 peasant farms 

c•rl an area of 840,000 hectares, and to grants of roughly 1 m 

hectares for collective gardening, vegetable grCJWillCJ ancl the 
5 

construction of indivi.dual houses. Clearly these statistics 

dppeat: difficult to reconcile with the modest Goskomstat 

refcrt·c·d to ln Table 5. Statistical uncertainty may 

reflect problems in definition and also differences between 

policy and actual implementation. 

Table 5 

PEASANT FARMS IN THE RSFSR 

April 1 
1 ') CJ n 

~umber of registered 231 
peasant farms 

Total land area under 11.6 
peasant farms 
(thousand hectares) 

,Ju 1 y 1 
!')')() 

890 

30.5 

January 1 
1CJ'1l 

4433 

203.5 

March 1 
1991 

8931 

395.2 

Source: Goskornstat RSFSR ln Ekonomika Izhizn, No.l7, April 
l:J91, p.fl. 
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Reprinted in News Notes Soviet Geography, Vol. XXXII No.9, 
November 1991, pp.639-643. "Land Reforms and Peasant Farm. 

Development 1n the next phase of reforms are discussed 

below. 

New Forms of Agricultural Enterprise in Russia 
beginning of 1993) 

(at the 

Work collectives make independent decisions on the 

organisational-legal form of their enterprises. l'1oreover, 

ll1ey are g1ven three possibilities. First, re-registration 

as an open or closed type joint stock company; second a. 

J>t·oducLion cooperative (including also a collective farm); 

third collective and state farms may be fully divided into 

.i.ndi vidual and small private enterprises, uniting in a 

single association or a number of service cooperatives. 

By 1 January 1993 almost 77% of the collective and 

state farms had been reorganised in conformity with thn 

dr~cree . of the President. On the Reform of Collective and 

State Farms. Of them, 35% preserved their former status, 

1vhilr.· the t:cm.Jinc.lc!t· were Lr.Hlsforrned into open and closed-

type joint stock companies, agricultural cooperatives and 

f .t nners d ssoc i.::J t ions < T <il . .d e 6 ) • In the course of the 

reorganisation 43,590 farms and 748 farmers associations 

~ere established. However, only 18% of the peasants who 

acquired property and land shares as a result of 

reorganisation of the collective and state farms ventured to 
G 

set up independent farms. 
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Table 6 

TRANSFORMATION OF STATE AND COLLECTIVE FARMS IN RUSSIA (1 
JANUARY 1993) 

Reorganised state and collective farms (in all) 

Preserved their former status 

Reorganised into: 

joint stock companies 

limited partnerships 

cooperatives 

farmer's associations 

19719 

6990 

328 

8331 

1662 

748 

~tate farms transformed into collective farms 251 

Other farms 1062 

Source Tyagunenko Anna, Agrarian Reforms in Russia, 
Communist Economics Transformation, 5(4), P- 464 

Development of Individual Farm Production 

The collective and state farms are still the ma1n land 

users and commodity producers. However, the agrarian reform 

did promote appreciable structural changes 1n agriculture. 

The role of private producers increased noticeably 

(see Figure 1). 

In 1992, 7.8 millio~jaroilies received 588000 hectares 

for gardens (40% of the private garden area in 1991). In the 

~arne year 80% of potatoes and 55% of vegetables were 

produced 1n the private sector yields are also better in 
7 

this sector. 

At present, there are 213800 farms 1n Russia which have 

been allotted 8 million hectares of land ( 2. 5% , of ' the 
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Figure 1 llolding of Agricultural Land 
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country's entire agricultural land). Individual farmers' 

share in tl1e overall volume of food production, according.to 

the assessment of the Russian Ministry of Agriculture, 
8 

amounted to 4.5% in 1992. 

The beginning of the year 1992 saw the highest rate of 

establishment of farms (17000 per month), then their growth 

slowed down (to 6000-9000 per month during the summer). In 

the· autumn the rate picked up aga1n to 10,000-12,000) per 

month (Figure 2). 

~ major drawback of the individual farmers' sector now 

being formed is the shortage of land. Moreover, this factor 

is inherent in the land reform itself. The average share of 

land, according to the established regional norm (3 to 15 

b~=ctares depending on the region), is the result of division 

of the collective and state farms equally among all their. 

workers. 

Farmers, as a rule, received small plots, which in 

principle makes it impossible to organise efficient farm 

production or to count on the farms producing a high 

proportion of output for the market in the next few years. 

The average size of a farm is 43 hectares. However, 

about half of the registered farms possess less than 20 

hectares, whereas from 50 to 150 hectares are required for 

normal agricultural production oriented to small-scale 

commodity output, depending on the profile and soil and 

climatic conditions. 

A study of 20,000 peasant farms showed that at present 

the most widespread type is a farm established on l~nd 
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ullotted for life with subsequent hereditary possession and 

l•n•r•et·Ly ,·i·JhLs (~7'1-,; of lht~ fa1·mt~t·H' .lund has been given to 

land is rented by the farmers, almost half of this for a 
9 

prolonged period (over five years). 

Most of the allotted land was acquired by farmers in 

the Samara region (90%), Kursk region (82%). Moscow, 

Chelyabinsk and Belgorodsky regions (52-60%). At the same 

time farmers in the Chuvash Republic rent 70% of the land 

.ctllot ted to them in the Republic of Tuva - 4 7% ,and. 1.n Omsk 
10 

reg1on - 46%. 

One negative aspect was the farmer's failure to use the 

allottPd land for producing agricultural products. A part of 

the land even tnt· ned out to be unfit for the purpose. 

Of the land allotted to them, farmers used 89% for its 

original purpose. Approximately 24% of the unused area was 

unfit for agriculture. 7% comprised waterlogged plots 

requ~ring drainage, and some plots were too remote. Lack of, 

machinery was the reason why 19% of the land was not used 

for agricultural production, and 5% was used for seed 

produ~tion. During the past year 5100 farmers returned their 

ploLH. 

hectares have been returned (only 6.2% of all the unused 
11 

land.) 

There lS a discernible tendency among farmers to engage 

1n livestock raising (16% of the arable land is taken up by 

fodder crops; the proportion of fodder crops in the 
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structure of gra1n crops lS subst.antial). However, farmers 

are plagued by a shortage of stock. Individual farmers Jag 

noticeably behind collective and state farms in the number 

of cattle per unit of land. 

The financing of farms remains a considerable problem. 

According to AKKOR (Association of Farmers and Agricultural 

Cooperatives of Russia) data, one farm received on average 

230000 rubles of credit at the favourbale interest rate of 

9-12%, which sufficed only for the spring field work. There 

1s a total lack of funds for the initial equipment of two-

thirds of the farmers. 

As a result of the reorgaisation of the collective and 

state farms, a part of the capital assets belonging to them 

hec~me· the property of former farm workers who have become 

farmers. This enhanced their funding, to a certain extent 

t.hough it remains at an extremely low level. 

The farmers bought a good part of their agricultural 

machinery (50-70%): the rest was rented or received free of 

charge. Thus, on average 100 farms have between them 55 

tractors (48 at the beginning of the year), 23 lorries and 

11 combine harvesters (17 and 9 at the beginning of the year 
12 

respectively). 

At present, bearing in mind above all the level of 

skills and provision of capital, an extensive type of 

farming is being formed in the farmers' sector. Essentially, 

what lS taking shape at present is a family system of 

farming, and multi-profile production on the population's 

subsidiary holdings. 
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In 1992, practically nothing was done to establish 

farmers' supply-and-sale cooperatives, or to organise 

concrete assistance with production for economically strong 

farms or to build up tht;> service infrastructure. 

There 1s essentially no system of state support for 

farmers. While certain elements of a temporary nature do 

~xist, so far they do not warrant the claim that such a 

ln lH~ing fanned. Actually fanners only received 

credits on favourable terms and were exempted from taxes for 

a period of five years. Farmers were required to deliver at 

least 25% of their crop of potatoes, vegetables and fruit 

for the formation of state food funds. 

The rate of setting up of farms in the course of 

reorganisation of public sector agricultural enterpris0. 

increased by the end of the year. Further growth would be 

possilllc if a decision on the private ownership of land were 

adopted. 

national 

At the same time, owing to the absence of a 

system of valuation and control over the use of 

land, and objective data on registered assessment, the 

implementation of such a decision at present might result in 

il significant growth in the number of fictitious farms set 

up in order to secure property rights to plots of land fre0. 

of charge and on favourable credit terms. 
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Creation of an Economic Mechanism 

Up till now an integral and effective system of 

economic regulation of the managerial activity of commodity 

producers with various organisational and legal status has 

been practically non-existent in the agrarian sphere. One 

element in the creation of such a system was the easing of 

administrative pressure on producers. Thus, the decree of 

the President 'On the Formation of a State Food Fund for 

1992' introduced minimum delivery quotas for all land owners 

and land users engaged in agricultural production. Based on 

lltA average annual production for the year 1986-90, these 

were 35% for sugar beet, potatoes, vegetables and fruit, 35% 
13 

fqr grain, and 45% for milk, cattle and poultry. 

A system of purchase on a contractual basis with 

payment at current market pr1ces has been established. 

Refusal to deliver the quantities of produce contracted 

in~olves a penalty equal to the cost of the non-delivered 

r)roduce at the current market prices in the given district. 

However, the uncontrolled increase in prices in th~ 

course of the year resulted in effect in a dual disparity in 

pr1ces in the agrarian sector: first, between the state 

purchase pr1ces for agricultural products and the prices of 

means of production used in agriculture, and second, between 

crop production and livestock raising. For example, prices 

of inclllstrial output rose by 50 to 100 times, but for 

agricultural production the rise was only five to 10 times, 

while in September 1992 average grain prices amounted to 70% 
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.,r 1h~ world average, whereas for meat they were 10 times 
14 

lower. 

This had a particularly adverse effect on agriculture. 

Only two types of purchasing prices were employed. Most of 

Lhe products of which obligatory deliveries to the state are 

required (grain, cattle, poultry, milk, sugar beet) must be 

sold at contractual prices, which continually lag behind the 

cost of produc~ion. Other products (fruit, vegetable, 

potatoes) are sold at agreed prices. This does not permit 

full use of the price mechanism to lessen the pressure on 

dgricultural commodity producers, both from the monopolized 

purchasing orgaisation and the remaining monopolised service 

C'nterprises. 

No solution acceptable to both the producers and the 

executive bodies of the state for establishing purchas~ng 

f?r 1ces on ob 1 iga tory grain de 1 i ver ies has been found. A;:.. the 

end of summer 1992 purchase pr1ces for grain amounted to 

12000 roubles per ton. In October, as a consequence of the 

adoption of restrictive measures aimed at stabilising free 

retail prices of basic foodstuffs, average purchasing prices 

for grain from the 1992 harvest were established at 11,000 
15 

roubles per ton. Grain purchase prices for deliveries to 

the state were not based on current market prices or 

c"\change quotations 1n the var1ous regions, nor was the 

monopoly of the Grain Production Committee eliminated. 

Consequently, regulation of the grain market through 

mortgages, future and other operations could not be 
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i nl: r·oduced: 

The price mechanism does not ensure that producers 

mlnlmum outlays for production will be covered. The 

situation is particularly serious in livestock raising, 

where rising price have sharply increased the cost of 

production. The whole sector has become unprofitable. 

Subsidies, however, only temporarily alleviate the 

situation. Funds were to be provided from the federal budget 

to subsidise the preferential interest rate on credit for 

agricultural producers. However, the systematic delay in 

payment of federal subsidies to the regions aggravated thn 

[jnancial situation. 

Serious difficulties have also arlsen in the sphere of 

long-term credit for producers owing to the general 

financial instability. The commercial banks actually do not 

e~tend credits for more than one year. 

Various other obstacles appeared which impede the 

functioning and development of the agricultural sector as a 

whole. 1 January 1992 saw the introduction of payment for 

land on the basis of a land tax. Depending on the zone, it 

ranges from 10 to 144 rubles per hect~r0. The normative 

price of land has been established at 50 times the land tax 
16 

in rubles per unit of land. 

The slze of the land tax may largely be considered 

nominal, and does not reflect real use value of the land. At 

the same time, land rent, along with the formation of a 

system of market mechanisms in the agrarian sphere, should 

become one of the main sources of revenue for local budgets. 
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Pa1·t ,,f LhP- tax revenue should be disbursed in the form of 

subsidies to enterprises operating in unfavourable soil and 

climatic zones to enhance the quality of the land (for 

example, land improvement, land management works, timing of 

~;oi 1, etc . ) . In this way, the levelling of econom1c 

conditions of production on different quality land should be 

~chieved. Moreover it should be borne in mind that over 50% 

of Russia's agricultural land is marshy, waterlogged, 

excessively acidic or contains saline elements. Some 127 

million hectares have either been eroded or are in danger of 

becoming so. The land area polluted by industrial waste 

comprises 62 million hectares. Agricultural producers' 

lncomes from these lands are inevitable low, regardless of 

their own efforts. 

The system of tax benefits to producers requires more 

detailed elaboration. Thus, the Law on the Profit Tax on 

l<nterprises and Organisations exempts enterprises from 

profit tax on the sale of their agricultural products. 

However, this exemption applies only to the output of basic 

unprocessed agricultural products (for example, milk, 

vegetables). This, to put it mildly, does not stimulate the 

orgaisation of the initial processing of crop and 

products on collective and state farms. 

livestock 

Tn 1 991 abont one-third of central investment (65.8 

billion roubles) was spent on agriculture. In 1992, 817.4 

billion roubles were allocated to the sector. This includes 

subsidies for livestock raising of 162.6 billioq, 
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compensation for fuel costs (73.4 billion), financing of 

social infrastructure (120 billion), interest rate subsidies 

(96.6 hillion), aid to new farmers (54.1 billion) etc. 

Additional budgetary funds are envisaged for the upkeep of 
17 

the social infrastructure and for investment. 

Thus, the absence of a system and mechanism of state 

support for agricultural commodity producers in conditions 

of inflation and rising input prices eventually led to 

notable additional budgetary expenditure. Agricultural 

production remains a heavy burden for the federal budget. 
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Table 7 

COST OF INPUTS USED BY THE AGRO-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX (AIC)~~ 

(billion roubles) 

1991 1992 
--------------~------------------------

Price 
increase~ 
times 

Vehicles & 
agricultural 
machinery 11.4 

Livestock
raising 
equipment 

Spares 

Building 
materials 

Household 
~JOOds 

Metal 

2.0 

4.2 

2. 4 

0.8 

products 12.0 

Containers & 
Packaging 1.9 

Coal 0.3 

Other products 2.7 

Total 27.0 

Without 
VAT 

148.0 

175.0 

77.0 

27.5 

11.4 

19.0 

25.5 

1.7 

23.8 

351.0. 

With 
VAT 
(28%) 

189.5 

22.4 

98.6 

35.0 

14.6 

24.2 

32.6 

1.5 

30.5 

449.0 

With account 
for suppliers 
price increase 
( 25%) 

226.5 

26.9 

118.0 

42.0 

17.4 

29.0 

39.0 

1.8 

36.4 

527.0 

Source Tyagunenko Anna, Agrarian Reforms in 
Communist Economics Transformation, 5(4), P- 464 
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.. 
Material and Technical Equipment and the Basic Indices of 
Agricultural Development 

In 1992 the conditions for reform of the agrarian 

sphere were complicatPd to say the least. The 1991 crisis 

grew deeper. The level of technical · equipment of agro-

industrial production remained at an extremely low level 1n 

comparison with the advanced countries. This is largely due 

to the monopoly enjoyed by pro~ucers of agricultural 

machinery. 

The severest blow to agricultural producers was caused 

by the liberalisation of prices for material and technical 

inputs (see Table 7). 

The state of the material and technical base of the 

public sector agricultural enterprises also deteriorated 

t;harply. 

Owing to the fodder shortage, coarse and green fodder. 

suppliP.s fp]1 JO% below the required quanti!\'· 

the numbers of cattle is continuing and in several regions 

it includes those of highly productive and calving age. 

In the crop sector the situation according to 

preliminary results for 1992 was slightly more optimistic. 

'll1P <Jr;'II.n h;1rvc-st amount·ed t.o almost: 106.8 million tons in 

processed weight, which is 20% above the 1991 level. Grain 

yield reached 1720 kg. per hectare, which is 19% more than 
18 

1n 1991 and 85 kg. more than the 1986-90 annual average. 

However, the grain problem ia not solved. A significant 

part of the wheat harvested is too low 1n quality to be 

suitable for food use and will go mainly for fodder. State 
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purchases of grain remain at a low level, up to 25 million 

tons. This 1s only h~df of Russi<'l's rer]uit:PnH·nl:s for 

producing flour and mixed feed. Moreover, many farms 

continue to hold back grain for barter operations with 

industrial regions or await more advantageous 
19 

Obligatory procurement were only 89% met. 

offer. 

In 1992 gross agricultural production declined by 8% in 

comparison with 1991. The decrease was caused by the drop 

in production in the public sector. Private producers 

increased their volume of production in comparison with 

1991. In turn, the fall in the total volume of production 1n 

1992 will result 1n the need for massive purchases of 

dgricultural products abroad, as a rule, in exchange for 

irreplaceable mineral raw material resources. Against this 

background insolvency of commodity producers in agriculture . 

will increase radically, with an inevitable further slump in 

the branches which supply resources for the agro-industrial 

complex. 

The actual popularity of private property 1n the 

countryside and peasant farming is difficult to discern. 

While there are more surveys than ever, their results must 

be used with caution. 

Rather than asking how many people favour private 

ownership or peasant farms, we should ask what kind of 

people, that 1s, who is favouring such developments. When 

viewed 1n such a manner, the following conclusions may be 
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drawn from recent Soviet surveys. 

Urban dwellers are more prone to support land reform 

legislation, adopted by the RSFSR, than the rural citizenry. 

The corollary to the above is that there ls significant 

rural opposition to private property. Rural resident are 

also more traditional and more likely to oppose the; ._breakup 

of kolkhozy. 

The survey by the Russian Agricultural Academy of 

Sciences found that attitudes towards the form of farming 

and private property vary according to age, with older 

respondents more in favour of social owqership of land, and 

this was true in both urban and rural localities. Moreover, 

the countryside 1n Russia, 

population age structure. 

is quite old in terms of 

Owjn~J In a numlJer of factorn- tl11! historical legacy, 

the prevalent peasant political culture and the nature of 

Lhe reforms themselves- it is difficult for different socio

economic groups to recognise how their interests will be; 

<H.lvanced 111 the shot-term by agrarian reform. The common 

perception is that in tabulating the 'w~nners and losers' in 

agricultural reform winners are badly outnumbered. The 

primary winner is 'the state', which stahds to benefit from 

higher production, lower costs and the elimination of a 

number of subsidies. On the losing side, urban consumers 

the pensioners stand to lose from higher prices, which 

only party compensated; central ministerial leaders w 
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. 
lose control over republics; rural party officials stand to 

lose control over farms (as well as face possible 

unemployment); and farm chairmen will see their influence 

diminish as farmers become more independent. At the same 

time successful reform would confront the average farm with 

the following: (1) the elimination of many subsidies as well 

as being charged land rent and for water consumption; ( 2) 

the loss of above-quota prem1ums, a reduction in the number 

of differentiated price zones and more uniform pricing for a 

number of products; ( 3) the loss of allocated inputs, 

replaced with competition for needed jnputs to farm 

production; ( 4) a farm could be faced with foreign and 

domestic competition for market share. 

Moreover, a successful reform would have several other 

consequences. First, over the longer term it would me~n 

that if food production increased as expected, market prices 

could decline for the farmer. Secondly, the farmer himself 

faces being driven out of business if the system which 

protected him from foreign competition is abolished. 

Fourthly, the farmer would no longer have the security of 

knowing the state would underwrite any harvest failure. 

J<'rothily, even if rural incomes increased, the available 

supply of Cf.Jnsumer goods in rural areas would likely 

J,ehind that in urban areas. Fifthly, weak agricultural areas 

and farms - most often found in the Russian non-black earth 

regions-simply could not· compete ln a true market 

environment. Areas like I<ostroma oblast', when:! 
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,"lgricultural output 1s latively high-cost 1n comparJ.S<JTl ! n 

more productive and c Lcient black earth regions of th~ 

south, would suffer so• 1l dislocations as the local economy 

,·tl:tempted to make at. <nsition away from agriculture and 

more towards tourism or outdoor sport. Lastly, even strong 

farms would find their production and profit potential 

constrained by the continued regulation of many 
20 

food 

pr1ces. 

The progress in formation of peasant farms and 1n 

the· dismantling of Kolkhoz and. Sovkhoz - types of large 

state farms, has been less rounded and less pervasive. But 

consi.dering the fact that the task of reorganisation of land 

ownership pattern is by no means an easy one, it would be a 

mistake to underestimate the importance of achievements so 

far. The envisaged changes pertain to a large land area and 

for this reason it is not difficult to predict that land 

related problems will continue to shape the socio-economic 

life of the region for ~any years to come. 

Only a year or two ago there was great interest in 

private farming, but recently that interest 1s abated. 

Market prospects are poor, government subsidies are minimal 

and the banking system is not strong enough to support long 

term investments. Among many peasants a wait-and-see 

attitude prevails. There is more willingness to take out 

land on a contract basis, as opposed to owning it because 

ownership 1s often linked to cultivation ob.ligations. 

Moreover the marketability of land is generally limited. 
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fo reignel:' c.:~·nnot buy i · at a 11, and even domestic investors 

· intend to create large e~tates or 

wish to discontinue ' 1 tivation. The cautious approach of 

l.awrnakl'rs js explain• l by their concern about speculation, 

which might be very f ~quent under present circumstances, 

but at the same tiJ .•; 1 the politicians have to bear 

responsibility for the anwarranted negative consequences of 

the newly imposed restrictions. Land being the basic factor 

for the entire production process, the limitations imposed 

on the farming sector can backfire through their indirect 

imp<l<.:L un industry or the services sector. 

Thus the land reform process that started with the 

leasing campaign under Gorbachev and continues under 

President Yeltsin has been facing certain formidable 

problems. The pace of reform has not been satisfactory but_, 

what has been achieved is quite praiseworthy. For the first 

time in the history of Russia, the peasantry is developing a 

C'•.1mmerc ia 1 sense in setting up market institutions in 

farming. A beginning has been made in creating an attitude 

to toil for profits. This raises a hope for achieving 

impr·ov,··d <l!JI·icnll.:tll".11 pcrfonlldllCC in lhe nr.!,"lr future. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have examined the process of creation of private 

property in land and the destatisation of agricultural 

processes 1n order to obtain a new set of production 

conditions 1n agriculture 1n Russia.By now, it is clear that 

the nature of land relations determines 1n large measure the 

country's agrarian system and the state of its food supply. 

Land relations are in turn determined by land ownership. 

The concept of land ownership as visualised during the 

current land reforms are diametrically opposed to the one 

that was conceived after the October Revolution and during 

the Collectivisation drive - 1n the present phase, private 

ownership 1s being favoured, while earlier, collective 

ownership was thought to be the basis of socialised 

J·L-oduction. 

Those favouring the abolition of collective farms are 

fond of citing parallels with the Stolypin reforms of the 

early 20th century. Just as the Stolypin reforms created a 

set of institutions to give peasants an incentive to leave 

lhe mir.· (villa<Je commune) and create a private farm, today's 

reforms have created a new set of political and legal 

institutions that put an emphasis on ].Jnd l_c:ni!J'(~ out-_,jr'J.c the 

collective or state farm for the first time s1nce 1928. 

Similar to the Stolypin reforms, the current reform measures 

<tssumc that by giving peasants the opportunity to buy land 

stat~ and to use it as they wish to 'enrich themselves', the 
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can mntivat~e ambit-io11s peasants l:.o establish priv<Jt.e farms 

,1 ncl 1ncrras~ overall <Jgricultural production. The question 

hr·rc is -will t.bc current reforms have the same positive 

impact on rural production, not to mention create a 

so<.' j a ] t r .i n s f o r m a t ion ? 

similar 

But if we are to draw historical parallels, the analog 

of ·the collective farm is not the commune, which was 

<·haracterised by subsistence production, but landed 

estat.<~s, 

c•utput .. 

damage 

which were 

The estates 

large farms and suppliers of 

were destroyed not by the 

commodity 

Stolypin 

by t. he:: Octo be:: r Rc::!vo lut ion, causing colossal 

to agriculture which was not corrected even during 

the years of NEP: WbilP the average annual commodity output 

of grain crops 1n 1909-13 was 1,018 million poods [One pood 

1G.38kgl, 1n 19~3-~7, the country rt":!ccived two times less 

l ota 1 r:omrnocl i ty • r~ • 514 million poods. The 

eradication of collective farms 1s fraught with even greater 

losses 

latter, 

cl i spo sr·cl 

I?IOVidc--r:l 

if only because their share 1n the p~oduction of 

together with the Tsar's family and monasteries, 

of 

22 

over 41.4 perc;ent. of a g r i c 11 ] t:: 11 1· a ] 

percent of the commodity gra.1n, 

land and 

collective 

f a l" m s , u o s s c s s i n g l 0 p e r c ~~ n t o f .J. ~J r i c u 1 t u r a 1 1 a n d. , provides 

about 40 per cent of total commodity output. (.:Jbout 50 per 

cent J. n crop production and about one - third J.n animal 
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.7\not-]l('t.• inlJH'rt·,,r,t !.'oint rnust: be kcpt in mind - at·. the! 

t· 1111(:' about 20 

million peasant farms 1n existence that supplied 78% of the 

commodity gra1n (50 percent was supplied by prosperous 

peasant farms or !{ulaks); at_ the present time, there are no 

such farms and it takes time to create them. 

As we know, the Stolypin reform, considering that there 

1~ould not be enough land for everyone when communal land was 

divided, provided for the mass resettlement of peasants to 

free lands on the other side of the Volga. Today's advocates 

nf thr division of the land however, carefully .1void t.his 

~ucstion, even though it is applicable to many regions. 

noting these diffprrnces b~twccn t. h r:· Stolyp:in 

lir=forr.ts and the current land reforms, \ve can view these 

-reforms in a better 1 j ght. The legislations passed J.n thi-s 

r(!gard over the past seven· years have not worked properly 

mainly be~ause there is no mechanism for their realization. 

!\t the same time, the various contradictions in these laws 

hamper the? ccJ·r:at.ion of the necess.-''lry working ntf'c:hanism. he 

f,~tctor muk,---. it absolutely essential to develop a correct 

Lhcorct·ic.::tl understanding of th(" problem. 

Jt was a general belief among the scholars, including 

sector was more~ f?repared for the market than other spheres 

uf 

lllC:'C han i sr1 c0.n be introduced here more ~uickJy, J.n full 
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volume, and i~ all spheres. This conclusion was based on the 

i ncorrl:'ct· analn•:Jir:s drawn from Western econom1es. I call 

them in cor rcc 1: ana 1 og ies because the conditions in Western 

i1•:Jriculture and Soviet agriculture are so vastly different 

that it is incorrect to draw conclusions for one 

<:onditions prevailing in the other. The fact that 

three years after the beginning of the reform 

agriculture rema1ns 1n a state of crisis, is 

from the~ 

even some 

process, 

a pointer 

towards how diffic11lt it 1s to introduce a wholly new market 

oriented system in agriculture. 

\'II (' t •• ! k w~: a r(~ 

Lalld ng about rent rel~tions because it is the payment for 

1 .-" nrJ t.ha t: expresses re<:~ l economic re 1 at ions be Lv<c.:en the land 

owners and land users with respect to its possess1on, use 

,, nrJ disposi.t:.1nn. A natural need aLl.SCS for the 

identification of different forms of rent. Befor~ I make 

concluding remarks on the land reform process in Russia, l 

hlOU}cl like tn go intn a theoretical discussion of the rent 

rel.it·.inns. 

Th,-· slr>•J<1Tl "T..1nd should belong to t:hos'= who work on it" 

the~ prncc~ss of hist.orical dcvelopinent, buL 

\vas not put into practice in course of agrar1an reforms 

after the October Revolution due to the uncritical 

of l'-1a r xi st· theory of land The 

i 11terpret:z~ t ion of rent and its extrapolation to planned 

c:•conumy hy modern researchers are limited to the Sixth 

Sl'ction of vo1..3 of h. f'1arx's 'Capita]': "The Conversion of 
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Stu·,, ius into Land Hcnt." In generctJ, the logic of 

vn1tHnc~s n( "Capita]" suggests the existence of two 

.tspecls of rent that are connected with one another by the 

11nity of the essence of a market ecbnomy: at the microlevel 

(sixth section of vol 3 of Capital) and at the macrolevel 

21, vnl . 2 C>f Capita]; chapter 491 vol. 8 of 

Capit::-1 J ) • 

hn econom1c system that lS based on state ownership and 

I_:J 1 ,< nncd r:;conoml.C dPvelopmcnt does not essentially need a 

J't·ic'c· nf land :)nd hence sep.<rat i.nn of rent, J.n particular at 

the rnacrolevel. The transition to a market economy means the 

r~storatir1n of the true essence of rent in the organic unity 

at the microlevel and at the macrolevel 

Hent relations at the microlevel are restored through the 

introduction of buying, selling, leasing mortgaging 

land, which means that this process should simultaneously be 

~ccompanj~,] hy destatisation and privatization in the sphere 

rlf 1.-tnd utilisation. 

~arl Marx's theory of absolute rent has been a pojnt of 

severe~ critic_·isrn. I.eni.n had .Jdopt.~d t·.his abstrdct thc·ory d
- ,, 

.~ 

;1 CJU i.cle to the Social - Democratic agrarian program and to 

the party agrarian policy on the nationalisation of land 1n 

the course of October Revolution. This theory of Karl Marx 

connected .1 bsol ut e rent with pr i V.:l te property and with thr; 

urganic structure of capit.:1l in agriculture being lower than 

ln industry. 
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to Marxist theory, the organlc structure of 

capital is lower in agriculture than in industry because of 

<tgricul t.ure' s t.echnical backwardness. Since a larger 

quantity of labour power is applied because of the technical 

., d<J, it larger mass of surplus value is thereby created for 

an equal amount of capital. The influx of capital from other 

Llranches that could ultimately lead to the equalization of 

pr-ofit norm in agriculture with the national economic 

l c'.~VC 1 .lS impossible because of the existence of private 

ownership of land. Hence the entire excess surplus value 

that J s c· t·F·."-1 ted owing to the low organic structure of 

capital 1 s retained l_n the branch and goes into th~ 

landowner's pocket. 

But if we apply this theory to present relations, it 

not· fit· .1t all. lle>re, as they say, cverythjng JS th~ 

uthr~J: n_nmd. The ot·ganic structure of capital in the 

.1gt·iculturC' nf c.•pjt>•1 ist. countries 1s substantially higher 

Lil.;n in t.he le.-:tdin~J branches uf industt·y. Consequently, the 

1 c•vc·l () r t·ltc• lc•c•hnir·<~l r•qulpntf'ni. of ]."..boris rtlso highC'r 

Land ,,h·nct·shi.p, contrary to Marx's theocy, J.s . by no 

means a ba r r.· i e r to the penetration of agriculture by 

(·.tp it.:~ 1. Private land ownership is no hindrance to agro-

bus i nr·ss. A businessm<:~n does not by any means have to becomP. 

landowner to penetrate agriculture. He does so 

S ll C'C r ' s S f ll } 1 y hii thcmt altering the form of ownership; h~ 

suhord i n.1 tes fa t·me rs and landowners to himself through the 

agra'rian 
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sphere as a whole, there is no excess over average profit 

that Marx called absolute rent. To the contrary, the state 

usually subsidizes fanners fr·om the state budget in order to 

ensurR that they will realize average profit on their 

capital. Subsidies in 'individual countries comprlse an 

a pp r c r· ·i •"• I, l r· , often predominant, part of fanners' total 

incomes, of the value of the branch's gross output (in 1986, 

they comp ,. ] sed 36 per cent of 

<t')ricult.ural output in the USA; 

7,South l\orc;,, 59 pet·cent etc.) 

the value 

in Canada 

of 

56: 

Hussia l.S freeing itself of many theo1~etical 

gross 

Japan,. 

chains 

that have fettered the implementation of radical changes ln 

r·r~nnornic re] at ions correspnnding to objective economic 

and plain common sense. 

laws 

In spite of the success achieved during these years, 

L he rr::- h ;'J v c h c en rl i f f i c u ] t j c· s a s we 1 1 • C n n t r a r y to the hopes 

uf many ordinary citizens and scient-:ists, the dimensions of 

Lhr-=- ct-.isis .:11-e rJrnwinq w·ith thr:- PXpansinn of the m;1r-ket ar;·l 

J•roperty. There is nn end tr) the crisis in sight. That the 

l s () r·nmc· 1s r-'vidcnced jn particular hy thP 

J •rocurement crisis, which has brought the country to the 

brink of st~rvatjon ~nd financial catastrophe. 

The colossal f<:J.ilure of Lhe Russian economic reform 

points toward the ex~eptional complexity and perhaps 

<l'~ner.-l l unrcsolv<Jbilj ty of the task of reformin9 a command 

econor:ry.We .-lrP dealjn~J with what V.Busygin callect thr~ 
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wi lh 

l _,, ·, 0 s i h I y :1 r 1 llll rc~su.l V<1b I<: tasl-;:: of 

" b u i 1 cl i n ~J c :=J p i t .CJ 1 i s m " v ·i t· t tl .:-t 1 l y f r· om s c r a t c h i n .::1 n 0 x t r r> m c l y 

short time. ln .1ny evc•nt, world practice has nevrr had to 

d ;:_>(} l with the privatisation of an enormous state sector, 

practically the entire economy. The attempt to 

solv0 this problem with a 'cavalry charge' ,e.g., through the 

I rdnsfc~r· of property 1·i9hts to c:itize.ns, l.S 

with the creation of even less effective econom1c system 

Lhan th8ir predecessors. 

should point to one mjsunderstanding here: The 

op1n1on t· h,-, j· ownership by 

J•rivatc ownership will automatically and immediately lead to 

its increased·leveJ of effectiveness is totally unfounded 

and does not correspond to the reality; the technical level 

(J[ tl1e private entArpriscs that are being created today 

place of state enterprises 1s often much ]ower. Only 

chan9cs ln the forms of prope~ty should be made that 

J n 

such 

J ead 

1: o a more efficient production, if not immediately then 

(!llih" soon. Tltc> pr·ivat·.e enterprises that are presently being 

created are speculative enterprises that parasitize on the 

differe~ce in prices in the planned and private economy, 1n 

world and domestic prices. This activity lS economically 

clPstructive and docs not c1.·eate viable private sector. 

In .-, cl r] it ion t o t I 1 e object i v e d i f f i c u 1 t i e s of reforming 

.-i comma tt(.l e,-. c> numy, the, e no rmou s ref o rnr st~ rat egy is t hP most 
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impor.t.>nt scurr~ of the economic cr1s1s. While during the 

first years nf Perestroyka the Soviet economy suffered from 

thP P.rt·or of thP. mechanical merg~ng of two economic 

mechanisms (the command economy and the market economy)~ 

which stripped both of them of their strong sides, 1n the 

post communist era it suffered from the error of attempt.ing 

to force a transition to a market economy.The transition to 

fundamentally new type of economic mechanism cannot 1n 

gen~ral be made effective in a short period of time. It 

takes a long time for· new economic forms and ownership forms 

to n1.-:tturc and •Jrnw stt·nntJ. At the same time, it is dangerous 

lu destroy old methods of management before the new once are 

m.l t tll"r' t-.h is is fraught w.i th" a prolon~wd c~c:onom J c~ 

crisi~. 

'J'hc idc.:-:ts and the algorithm of an evolutionary (as -

distinc:t from a revolutionary) transition to a market 

0conomy were developed by the distinguished Hungarian 

econo",;_-t. t;ornai, by American economicists P.tvlurre11 and 

H • [vic I\ inn on , llungar ian economist z. Kelen and a number of 

Rllssinn 0 c· '~' n n rn i ~> t· (Gn]ev, 1\umlev, Fedorov, and certain 

c>Lhers l. Not everything here has been elaborated, and there 

ZlrC i. T11lHJ r t J n t difference in details, but it never the 1 e s ·:; 

seems that t h~se authors are proposing the correct d i 1:ect ion 

in the rrform of economic mechanism. They envisage, first, a 

l<"Jng pr·ri.ocl of coexistence of the state and pd vate sectors 

SJX:ciaJ intern<) t 

This \vill c~xclud<· lite state sector's pardsitizing on 
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t.h(' p1:i.v3te sector, as was. the case during NEP, and the 

sector uy !:he:! private sect:or, 

been the case 1n Russia in recent years. Each sector 

must accordingly have a special system of prices and money 

<1 nc1 its own banking system. The transition from a command 

economy to a market economy will be made as the private: 

.sect or HI."Jturns, ds .it becomes more efficient than the state 

sector, and will be of a voluntary nature. The state must 

f'rot~ct the private sector, but moderately. The state sector 

and the comma ncl CC(JTIOmy wi 11 ensure stability; the marke1: 

f i n.i 1 ] y, .1n effective economy cannot c::~xist h'ithout 

effective state authority, corruption among officials C3n 

~~~-.1vc difficulties. Private property left t.o itself 

g1ves impetus to unchecked ga1n, interalia at the expense of 

othc·1.·s, dnd l:u flagrant inequality. The corrcspondjng legal 

1· '=' 'J u 1 at ion , the corresponding tax, financial-credit and 

:1 n I i Tll<'lnup<' I y ]•<) I I ('' y I I he• sys 1: em of s I.,, t c-urd c 1· s .1nd of 

';cic~nt: i f:ic-t(~chnic;<l and social programs,the .:-~ctivity of 

v .:1 r 1 o us f u n d s , t· r .-, d c u n ions and o t her ins t it u t ions a 1 ] t h r~ s c; 

const i I. ut:e a safeguard against the aggressive, 

socjaJly dangerous aspirations of the "chastnjk" (private! 

t radc 1·) and g1ve them a social orientation. It turns out_ 

that private and social jnterests can be combined under 

certain conditions and the state has to play a major role in 

J; rnv i c1 i n9 those conditions. 

Last, but not the least, Russian economy which had been 
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.:~ \/ict:im of idc~·o]r>~Ji?.atinn of econom:tc relations dut·in•] t-.he 

I<) d (· i d c• n I ' " 1 i 7 ,--.. Sov i c·t- T111 ion, 

collc?ctive f.~ rms nnt because this 

effectiveness of production and not because the majority of 

peasants did not want to farm independently but because 

collcct.ivc farrns appeared prc~ferable from the standpoint of 

j den] OrJy. T n J_Jt·ec _i sely the same way, the 

a b n _l i_ t i o n regardless of how this wil 1 

irlflucncc t·he cff,··cl::ivcncss of production and without rcc::1ard 

1- he--.. feeling of co]Jcctive farmers will not be 

cieiclrioJ ogizat ion but iclcoloCJization (only another ki_nd) of 

c- conn rn j r: r c:· 1 .-, t i on s . T t· s h o u l d b c t· e co C::l n i sed t h a t u n y f' >t' m of 

lS nut: an end in itself but only a means of 

I riC l' C d S J llCJ t h c' (• l l c • r • t·_ j V P n C' S S () f [' 1' 0 d Ll C t j_ 0 l1 o ,J ll S t a S •Jenera l 

:-; o c i a l i z ;i_ t i '' n solely on the grounds that it eliminated 

private property was a mist~ke, so is the total restor,, t ion 

(>ll the grounds that .it el j min.:tt.c socialised forms of 

About the land reform process, I can only say that much 

has been in the past few years. An 

llnprecedented food crisis is being surmounted. An array of 

lnng overdue reforms have been launched. But much remains to 

be df)ne. 
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